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The United States Agency for International Development’s 
(USAID) Economic Competitiveness Project (hereinafter known 
as "the Project") increases the competitiveness of El Salvador’s 
key economic sectors by strengthening the capacity of micro, 
small, and medium size enterprises (MSMEs) to compete in 
domestic and export markets.

Fostering growth 
and job creation 

to deter 
undocumented 

migration

In 148 municipalities

Key Objectives:

The Development Hypothesis: 
As a result of the CLA focus groups and trainings in FY 2019, the Project’s revised hypothesis is:             
If firms commit to sustainable private sector capabilities, increase resource capacities, improve their business management skills through 
innovation and self-reliant broad-based know-how, the government improves the regulatory framework and streamlines doing business 
procedures, and the public and private sectors work together to achieve mutual economic growth objectives, El Salvador’s key economic 
sectors will be more competitive.

Target:

10,000
MSMEs 

benefited

Equipping for Growth 
is increasing the capacity 
of the private sector to 
compete in export value 

and supply chains.

Governing for Growth 
is strengthening the 

national and subnational 
business environment to 
make El Salvador more 

competitive.

1 2

By improving the 
national and subnational 
business environment

It encourages private 
sector investment, 

innovation, and 
expansion

Main Activities:

Support El Salvador’s 
economic recovery 

post COVID-19

Strengthen El 
Salvador’s investment 
attraction and export 

capacities

Bolster access to 
financing

Deter 
undocumented 

migration

Value chain cross-cutting strategy:
By working with value chains, the Project offers a holistic approach to 

building improved competitiveness and boosting economic growth.



KEY PARTNER 
INSTITUTIONS
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Under the Economic Competitiveness 
Project and with USAID resources, 
Palladium has brought together the 
following institutions in a collective 
effort to expand private sector 
capacity to boost export-led growth 
and to improve the enabling 
environment to make El Salvador more 
competitive.  Each organization 
supports this effort in different ways, 
leveraging their capacities and 
resources to provide additional 
resources to the U.S. government’s 
investment in this broader effort to 
curb northern migration.  
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INTRODUCTION

Support El 
Salvador’s Economic 
Recovery Post-
COVID-19

Strengthen El 
Salvador’s 
Investment 
Attraction and 
Export Capacities

Bolster Access to 
Financing

Deterring 
Undocumented 
Migration
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This report provides an overview of the status of the USAID El Salvador 
Economic Competitiveness Project, growth, and MSME support. The 
report includes an analysis of the Project's activities and accomplishments, 
including an overview of the activities implemented, their effectiveness, and 
the Project's overall progress during Q3 of FY 2023.

The activities developed during this quarter were conducted in a 
local environment which shows signs of slow progress towards pre-
pandemic levels of economic and social behavior. During Q3 the local 
economy has slowed to a growth rate of less than 0.8%, and inflation 
tamed to a 3.8% annual growth rate. In this context industrial production 
as well as exports are decreasing, and remittances are surpassing exporting 
levels. On the sunny side, construction is growing to a healthy rate of 17%, 
but dark clouds are appearing on the agricultural sector as the dry season 
approaches. For Q3, the recent data shows a continuous contraction of 
the exports and growing worries about the state of the central 
government finances.

As the Project enters its final year of operations, we will continue to focus 
our activities under these four pillars of the AWP, fully in line with USAID’s 
strategies and goals, and the GOES’ goals as well. The focus on the above 
strategies and goals  has enabled the Project to achieve most of its goals. In 
this regard, the Project has passed the barrier of 315 million goal of new 
sales, produced more than 35,000 new jobs, deployed more than 7,000 
workers deployed to legally work in the USA, and reached more than 
15,000 MSMEs with its initiatives and technical support.

Within this framework, the Project’s activities are designed to create jobs 
for the population with the highest propensity to migrate in the urban hubs 
previously identified. In addition, these activities will help MSMEs in high 
potential sectors, such as tourism, light manufacturing, agroindustry, metal 
machining, textiles, and pharmaceuticals, to grow thus boosting job 
generation and private sector investment in the country.

1
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PROJECT CONTEXT THIS QUARTER
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During the current reporting period, April-June 2023, the proximity of the 
local electoral cycle is taking the oxygen out of economic debate. In effect, 
the quarter has been characterized by discussions on pension reform, 
cutting back the number of members of the national assembly, reduction of 
the number of municipalities, the state of exception regulation, and the 
candidacy of the president in the coming January elections. Thus, in this 
report, first, we will survey the issues listed above; and second, we will 
look at the economic issues impacting the implementation of the Project.

• Pension reform. The reform will allow the Central Government to 
exchange 99% of the debt that the government has with the pension 
funds for 50 years debt, with an interest rate of 7% and a four-year 
grace period. This will certainly give the government space to 
manage the public debt but will affect the expected gains of retirees.

• Reduce the membership of the national assembly. By law, the 
members of the National Assembly were cut from 84 to 60 
members.

• Reduction of the number of municipalities. The approved law 
reduces the number of municipalities from 262 to 44.

• State of exception law. On June 15, the National Assembly approved 
another extension to the security law that has been in place since 
March 22.

• Candidacy of the president for a second term. On June 23, the 
Nuevas Ideas Party made official the candidacy of President Bukele 
for the February elections. Three days later the President made 
official his participation on the coming elections.

For most national and international observers, the above developments will 
increase the democratic deficit and will continue eroding political and civil 
rights as well as curtail political spaces to develop the civil society and 
other democratic institutions representing the population.

During the reporting period the surveys from UFG, FUNDAUNGO and 
IUDOP-UCA were published. The surveys give an 8.5 grade to Bekele’s 
administration. All three surveys found that the major achievement of this 
government is the improvement of the security situation and 79% of the 
population approves the presidential reelection.

On the economic front, the Salvadoran economy is facing a sluggish growth 
rate marked by slow growth of the remittances, the negative growth of its 
exports, a higher commercial deficit, limited international reserves, high 
short-term debt, limited access to international financing and negative FDI 
factors which increase the risk of a recession.

During this quarter the economy grew at a 0.8 rate. The economic growth 
rate is being driven by a strong construction sector which is growing at 
17.9% annual rate and the production of electricity for regional markets 
which is growing almost 15 %. At the same time the economy is dragged 
back by an industrial sector growing at -4.5%, and very slow growth of the 
exporting sector. Also of increasing interest is the negative behavior of the 
agricultural sector in face of a potential food crisis brought about by the El 
Niño phenomenon which, according to most predictions, will bring a long 
and intense dry season.
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A comparison of exports and remittances highlights the state of the 
Salvadoran economy. In December 2019, El Salvador exported goods 
for $5.942 million and received $5.650 million for remittances. The 
value of exports was 5% higher than the value of remittances. During 
the pandemic (2020) the values were $5.029 million for export and 
$5.918 million for remittances.  Remittances were 18% higher than 
exports. In 2021 exports reached $6.628 million and remittances $7.514 
million. Remittances were 13% higher than exports. In 2022 the country 
registered $7.115 million for exports and 7.741 million for remittances. 
Remittances were 8% higher than exports. During the first five months 
of 2023 export reached $2.819 million and remittances $3.319 million. 
In this period remittances are 10% higher than exports. At first glance it 
seems that exports stopped closing the gap (from 18% during the 
pandemic to 8% in 2022, to 10% during the first five months of 2023) 
that separated it from remittances. In addition, exports were lower than 
remittances for each one the five months of 2023. Furthermore, 
exports grew at a rate of 7% in 2022 and is decreasing by 10% for the 
period January-May 2023; while remittances grew 3% in 2022 and is 
growing 6% for the period January-May 2023.These number might help 
explain the results showed in the above paragraph: The construction 
sector is growing, according to popular wisdom, because remittances 
are being used to buy new housing and the industrial sector is faltering 
because the exports in 2023 has not kept the dynamism of 2022.

FDI inflows to the Salvadoran economy collapsed to -133% in 2022. 
Compared to countries in the region, the Salvadoran fares worse on 
attracting FDI.

Even thought the inflation has decreased to levels close to 3.8%, it 
continues impacting the prices of basic foods and transportation which 
bears heavily on the cost of living of the most vulnerable parts of the 
population. This impact might be compounded by the weakness of the 
sectors such as textile and apparel that still are bearing the effects of 
high levels of inventories in the U.S market.  The OIT is forecasting a 
drop in the levels of employment for the local economy.

The public financial picture is not improving: During the last five 
months, current income decreased 0.4%, income generated by VAT 
decreased 4% (product of lower consumer spending), public debt 
reached US$25.709 million (it has increased by $1.000 during the last 
year). The strategy of the central government continues to be to 
exchange short term debt for long term debt. But this strategy will soon 
run its course and the government will run out  of mechanisms to get 
hold of fresh financing sources. The electoral cycle and the democratic 
deficit will keep foreign lenders put and local lenders are not ready to 
step up to finance the government´s medium term needs.

In this light, Fitch forecasted that the high debt levels and the limited 
local financing sources will maintain the financing costs high and the 
interest payment on the international market will soon reach 19% of the 
total Government´s income. ¨

At this point, it seems, that the electoral cycle and the democratic 
deficit are counterbalancing the effects of the security bonus: Industrial 
productions and export are going down, foreign direct investment is 
retreating, and the economy as whole is poised to grow at a pace below 
its peers in the region.



Tourism

During this quarter, IMPACT HUB and USAID completed the Novatur Program 
on the design of a business development model to generate growth strategy for 
the companies' operations.

H-2 visas

3,180 visas were issued for more than 205 American companies, and 2,940 
workers were deployed.

Women’s Leadership

In Q3 USAID completed the third and last cohort of Women Forward Program. 
Twenty businesswomen completed their leadership growth process, 
strengthened women's leadership, promoted growth and business development. 
Also, the Project began the second edition of the 50 women in trade leadership 
Program in joint work with Coexport.

Innovation support

This quarter the Project equipped the Innovalab, Ternova's innovation 
laboratory, with technological equipment for the streaming room.

Exports and investment

During this period, USAID developed the fourth, fifth, and sixth mission with an 
expert coach focused on supporting the INVESTSV team in implementing 
sectoral investment strategies on the Hubspot Platform.

Grants and Value Chains

In the third quarter of 2023, the USAID Project supported Panadería Sinai, one 
of Grupo Campestre's companies, to export a pallet of over 800 kg of corn 
coffee to California, USA. Also, USAID supported the internal restructuring of 
Inversiones El Aguila and the development of all work manuals and process 
systematization.

Pharmaceutical sector

USAID and BPEACE with the support of the Consulate of El Salvador in New 
York, backed up a trade mission to this city with five pharmaceutical companies 
that produce and market vitamins, nutritional supplements and natural products. 
Furthermore, 12 ALFA member laboratories began working with international 
experts in Pharma Maximizer Program to identify barriers to economic 
development, growth and export opportunities.
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HIGHLIGHTED ACHIEVEMENTS THIS QUARTER
The following activities were accomplished this past quarter, moving the Salvadoran economy forward on a path to self-reliance, helping deter migration by generating new and better 
economic opportunities, improving national and subnational governance, generating job opportunities and quality of life for Salvadorans through the Labor Mobility Program, H-2 visas, 
and aiding the economic recovery after the COVID-19 lockdown. 

In new sales New jobs
$38.2M 5,292

Event with beneficiaries' family members of H-2 Visa Program.

In this quarter the Project generated:



KEY INDICATOR ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
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TOTAL SALES 
GENERATED

$348.4M

LOCAL 
SALES

EXPORT 
SALES $100.1M

$248.3

TOP SALES INITIATIVES
TOTAL SALES BY SECTORS

(71%)

(29%)

VALUE CHAINS MAXIMIZER

TRADE FAIRS FRANCHISES INNOVEXPORT

$83.3M $75.8M

$34.9M $7.1M$17.5M

CONAMYPE/
CDMYPE 

NETWORK

$89M

Food/beverages

$76.6M$91.8M

Agroindustry Commerce

$40.9M $29M

Plastics Tourism

$21.6M

Services

$29.5M

$16.2M

Chemistry
pharmacy/
cosmetics

Business 
services

$12.3M

Paper and 
cardboard

$11.2M

Logistics

$8.0M $3.6M

Medical 
services

$3.2M

Textile and 
apparel

$1.7M

IT Handicrafts 
for export

$1.1M $0.9M

Footwear

$0.8M

Creative 
industries

348.4M

TOTAL:
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TOTAL JOBS GENERATED

35,180

WOMEN MEN
40% 60%

JOBS GENERATED BY 
EXPORT COMPANIES18% JOBS GENERATED BY ECONOMIC SECTOR TO DATE

8,428

JOBS GENERATED BY AGE TO DATE
Agroindustry Tourism

Workers 
Deployed 
Visas H-2

Food/beveragesCommerc
e

Workers Deployed
H-2 VISAS 

350 6,959
H2-A H2-B

LEVERAGE $169.7M

PRIVATE PUBLIC

$166.6M $3.1M

JOBS CREATED BY MUNICIPALITIES

Services

4,9957,309 3,796 2,5912,625

1,413

Plastics Handicrafts 
for export

Paper and 
cardboard

Logistics
Business 
services

963 724 460 452 379

Textile and 
apparel

352 223273 124 73

35,180

Chemistry
pharmacy/
cosmetics

FootwearIT
Creative 
industries

Medical 
services

TOTAL:



1. SUPPORT EL SALVADOR’S 
ECONOMIC RECOVERY POST 
COVID-19
Working with public- and private-sector institutions focusing on building key partner capacities to 
support the economic recovery of MSMEs post the COVID-19 crisis and promote their path to 
self-reliance is a priority for the USAID Economic Competitiveness Project. ECP is committed to 
enhancing the capacities of BDSP partners (CONAMYPE, PROESA, COEXPORT, MITUR, MINEC, 
CAMARASAL and IMPACT HUB) to provide, in the short term, more and better business 
development services to SMEs in order to assist in their economic recovery.
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1.1 SUPPORTING RECOVERY OF MICRO AND SMALL ENTERPRISES 
THROUGH CONAMYPE

PUBLIC POLICY ON ECONOMIC INTEGRATION FOR 
MICROENTERPRISES

Thanks to the efforts of USAID, CONAMYPE launched the "Public Policy for Economic 
Integration for Microenterprises“. This proposal focused on promoting inter-
institutional coordination, modernization, digitalization of services in the formalization 
process and improvement of the environment for microenterprises.

The event had six information stands to publicize the route towards the formalization 
of MSMEs, through the simplification procedures of the 25 participating government 
institutions.

During the event, the Salvadoran Social Security Institute, the Ministry of Finance, the 
National Registry Center, the Ministry of Labor and Social Security, the Central 
Reserve Bank, the Ministry of Economy and CONAMYPE signed an agreement to 
modernize and simplify the integrated single window for business procedures.

The Project also supported eight one-stop windows (Sonsonate, Santa Ana, La Libertad, 
Chalatenango, San Salvador, Cojutepeque, Zacatecoluca and San Miguel).

This initiative will help workers and microenterprises (representing 97% of the 
country's economy) to become self-sufficient so that they can move towards 
formalization. This activities contribute to the US$20 million in sales and more than 
2,000 jobs per year that CONAMYPE will attribute to Project support.
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EXPORT FORUM

USAID and CONAMYPE developed the fourth and last Export Forum, focused 
on companies in the central area of the country, to promote the export 
culture in micro and small enterprises.

Training event Ingenius Program.

USAID and CONAMYPE, through Global Escom, are implementing the Ingenius Recharged 
Program, a methodology focused on fostering creativity through a systemic model to promote a 
culture of innovation within companies. This quarter, the Project selected 39 MSEs to form the 
second cohort, which began the training and technical assistance phase.

To date, 61 companies have strengthened their capacities in business organization models, 
innovation, and how to develop competitive strategies. Also, CDMYPE's Ingenius advisors from the 
Regional Centers have strengthened their capacities through this methodology.

In addition, the companies put into practice their training in innovation in integral solutions, 
management, business structures and establishment of their innovation committees. Moreover, 
USAID conducted an online seminar on the use of a "Toolkit", which contains training tools that 
will facilitate and improve the services to the companies. These initiatives contribute to the US$20 
million in sales and more than 2,000 jobs per year that CONAMYPE will attribute to Project´s 
support.

INGENIUS PROGRAM

83

Eighty-three people participated and learned necessary tools to 
start exporting such as: boosting their products in international 
markets and international pricing strategy. At the event, they also 
received feedback from experts in the field. In total, with the four 
forums, USAID trained 435 people. 

During the Forum, businesses had the 
opportunity to present their products and 
services to other participants in order to 
generate networking opportunities.

people participated 
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CONAMYPE VIRTUAL LIBRARY

USAID continues to support CONAMYPE in the 
design and development of a virtual library in 
which at least 25 Salvadoran designers and more 
than 300 national artists will participate.

The platform will promote graphic designs and 
textures with MSEs related to the fashion 
industry and home decoration.

This activity will teach the treatment and use of 
materials, textures and designs using digital and 
video technologies.

The consultancy also aims to leave an installed 
capacity in CONAMYPE, so the institution's 
personnel will be trained in the use of the tools 
and techniques developed and it will ensure its 
sustainability replicating them among the MSEs 
involved.

During this quarter, the Project progressed with 
the development of 50% of the platform. The 
administration panel, business scheme and 
permits necessary for the platform's operation 
are currently being developed.

This activity will last six months.  All initiatives 
supporting CONAMYPE will generate US$20 
million in sales and create 2,200 jobs per year, 
which CONAMYPE will attribute to the 
Project´s support.
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INNOVEXPORT

USAID and CAMARASAL continued the third edition of the INNOVEXPORT Program to support 50 
Salvadoran companies to generate new products and services focused on innovation and digital 
transformation. At the inaugural event, USAID delivered to CAMARASAL the updated INNOVEXPORT 
methodology to provide a better service to Salvadoran companies. The Program will last seven 
months. USAID invested US$150,194.57 and will generate US$3 million in sales and 324 jobs.

During this quarter, the Project developed the first and second workshops on "Business Intelligence for 
Innovation" and "From organizational transformation to digital transformation" for 50 MSMEs. In addition, 
through the first phase of assistance, a total of 506 hours of intervention were provided to 43 companies.

USAID and CAMARASAL are currently in the second phase of implementation with approximately 292 hours 
of work for at least 20 companies. With this support, the companies developed their innovation committees 
to enhance their market opportunities.

To date, the companies have strengthened their skills in digital transformation in terms of innovation.

469 US$17.5M
New jobs New sales

The three editions of the Program generated:



1.2 OTHER ECONOMIC RECOVERY PROGRAMS
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PLM PROMOTION PLATFORM

In order to promote the use of the PLM platform, USAID and the 
Association of Pharmaceutical Laboratories of El Salvador (ALFA) 
trained 200 workers in the use of the platform to promote the products 
of 17 ALFA laboratories. These efforts include the development of a 
library with information on medicines, statistical data, podcasts, and a 
specialized search engine.

As an added value, PLM will provide a special virtual cards for ALFA's 
clients and laboratories to consult the products of participating 
laboratories. In addition, the Project continues to implement digital 
marketing campaigns (emailing, banners, keywords) through its website.

To date, the Project has supported the promotion of the laboratories' 
nutritional products and medicines through campaigns and obtained 
86,065 impressions from doctors interested in their products. Also, the 
"Sponsored Banners home" campaign achieved 220,247 impressions in 
its products and 70,753 in "Sponsored Keywords". The Platform will 
continue to report the results of the digital marketing campaigns until 
October 2023.

This activity included the preparation and printing of 1,000 copies of the 
Dictionary of Pharmaceutical Specialties. These copies will be distributed 
in the country through pharmacies, health professionals and laboratories.

This intervention is part of other activities to support the sector, which 
together will generate US$20 million in sales and 300 jobs.
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Pharma Maximizer is a business growth Program for 12 companies 
in the chemical-pharmaceutical sector. Thanks to the support of 
USAID and BPEACE, 12 ALFA member laboratories began working 
with international experts to identify barriers to economic 
development, growth and export opportunities.

Through trainings, the entrepreneurs learned about how to sell 
through Amazon, to position their nutritional supplements in U.S. 
supply chains, market research, e-commerce, data analysis of 
current customers and raw material supplies.

To date, USAID and BPEACE has assigned international experts to 
each of the 12 companies, and they have concluded their growth 
projects. The companies currently are implementing their growth 
projects. 

PHARMA MAXIMIZER:

Trade mission to New York

This quarter USAID and BPEACE, with the support of the Consulate of El Salvador in New York, 
backed up a trade mission to this city with five pharmaceutical companies that produce and market 
vitamins, nutritional supplements and natural products.

Furthermore, the Project held a business roundtable to support expansion into the U.S. market. The 
companies now have direct contacts with the Consulate and the New York Chamber of Commerce 
and will have business opportunities to enter this market. Companies learned about product 
commercialization in the United States, competitiveness, innovation, connections with new partners 
and potential clients in the pharmaceutical industry.

As part of the results of the mission in New York, ALFA signed a Memorandum of Understanding with 
the Brooklyn Chamber of Commerce to strengthen the sustainability of the initiative, benefiting the 
commercial and business relationship between pharmaceutical laboratories in El Salvador and the 
United States. Within this agreement, both parties committed to cooperate in the development of 
commercial relations and share information to implement possible business.
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USAID completed the second digital marketing course for six laboratories 
of the Association of Pharmaceutical Laboratories of El Salvador (ALFA).

Thanks to the course, the companies learned about different promotional 
tools, market trends, social networks, how to position their products 
nationally and internationally, Amazon, Google Ads, use of photographs, 
product shipments and metrics.

The course was attended by 22 representatives from these laboratories: 
Vides, Rodim, Biokemical, Mallo and Suizos. In addition, pharmacies 
participated in a training on the "Effective Sales Techniques for Salespeople 
and Promoters" Program for Laboratorio Combisa. For 16 hours, the 
Project strengthened the sales skills of 16 participants and thus, improved 
the demand for nutritional supplements and medicines.

This intervention is part of other initiatives to support the sector, which 
together will generate US$20 million in sales and 300 jobs.

SPECIALIZED TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE TO STRENGTHEN 
THE PHARMACEUTICAL SECTOR CAPACITIES 

Pharmaceutical industry magazine

ALFA is working on the design, 
production and soon distribution of 3,000 
printed copies of the first magazine of the 
Association of Pharmaceutical 
Laboratories of El Salvador (ALFA). The 
purpose of this publication is to enable 
ALFA member laboratories to reach a 
wider audience and increase their visibility 
in the market.53 US$1.8M

New jobs New sales

In this quarter this initiative 
generated:



USAID and BPEACE completed the third and last cohort of Women Forward Program. Twenty businesswomen 
completed their leadership growth process, strengthened and improve their way of making business decisions. 
During the event, the businesswomen shared their lessons learned and exchanged experiences of impact from 
their companies.

In order to complete their graduation processes, the entrepreneurs participated in the workshop “Effective 
Negotiation with Efficient Leaders¨ and "Key Messaging Skills", these training focused on communication, 
effective negotiation, audience analysis, strong messaging, nonverbal language. Moreover, during this session they 
carried out a role-play session with other participants to learn about their negotiation processes.

Furthermore, with the three cohorts they learned about how to communicate effectively and improve 
interpersonal skills. During the life of this Program, with the three cohorts and one pilot Program, USAID was 
able to train 64 women in the methodology. The Program lasted 21 months (September 2021 to June 2023) and 
have a goal of generating US$7 million in sales and 66 new jobs.

The 54 entrepreneurs achieved US$105 million in sales, out of which US$11.5 million were attributed to the 
Project´s support. Moreover US$3.5 million were export sales.
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WOMEN FORWARD PROGRAM

businesswomen 

Total  Women supported 

New jobs
US$11.5M130 

In new sales

During the life of 
Project, this initiative 
generated:

20

businesswomen
16

businesswomen
18

Third cohort

Second cohort 

First cohort 
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USAID, COEXPORT, and 
Front Consulting concluded 
the third edition of the 
Franchising Program and other 
associative channels with the 
participation of 70 business 
representatives, consultants 
and international experts.

During the event, the Project graduated 
13 participating companies. This initiative 
included 20 hours of training and three 
modules such as (1) franchising and other 
associative schemes for business 
expansion, (2) marketing, 
commercialization and expansion, and (3) 
the legal framework of franchising. 

In addition, the companies 
developed a showroom with their 
brands, products and services, in 
which some of them explained the 
processes for acquiring a franchise.

In the third edition of the 
Program, USAID expects 
to generate US$560,000 in sales 
and 44 new jobs.

13Third edition companies:
Ruffians Barber Shop, 
El Sopon Típico, 
Artesanos Pizza, 
PRONAVID, Clean
Air.

Don Pedro coffee, 
Corpobelo clinic, 
Smart Ticket,
Pizzeria El Portal,

Kalea Poke, 
Tostao Coffee, 
Moldea Clinic, 
Puya Grill Bar, New jobs

US$7.1M435
In new sales

During the life of the Project, 
this initiative has generated:



ASTRO POLLO

Companies Franchise 
opening

Corpobelo 1 branch in
El	Salvador

Los 
Ranchos

1	branch in
El	Salvador

Tostao 2	branches in
El	Salvador

Artesanos
pizzeria

1 branch in
El	Salvador

2 branches in	
El	Salvador

MIXHELADAS 12	branches
in	El	Salvador
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STATUS OF FRANCHISES SUPPORTED EXPANSION MAXIMIZER

This quarter, with the support of USAID and BPEACE, 15 Fast Runner 
companies from the Expansion Maximizer Program completed their 
growth projects through the accompaniment of international experts 
(Skillanthropist).

BPEACE assigned international experts to each of the 15 companies to 
support the development of their growth projects. In this phase the 
companies develop, together with their international expert, a Scope of 
Project that describes the specific activities and objectives they will 
achieve. Furthermore, they develop a growth strategy, addressing specific 
challenges or issues. Skillanthropists use their experience and knowledge 
to share best practices and give specific recommendations, concluding 
with a forward-looking Action Plan that companies can use as a roadmap.

The Program will last 12 months (June 2022 to July 2023) and will 
generate 120 jobs and US$3.2 million in sales. These companies currently 
generate US$52.7 million in sales and 1,120 jobs.

To date, the 15 participating companies have their growth projects 
where they  learned about:

Increase 
production 
efficiency,
among others.

Human 
resources

Exportations

Financial review
Innovation

Performance 
management
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During the quarter, USAID 
carried out diagnostics and 
improvement plans to 
strengthen 47 hotels and 
restaurants. The Project 
experts evaluated the following 
areas: tourism quality, 
gastronomic identity, and digital 
marketing.

USAID developed four 
workshops to strengthen 
gastronomic identity 
focused on good food 
manufacturing practices, 
support on Salvadoran 
gastronomy, among 
others.

The Project also supported the design 
of around 50 additionally dishes for 38 
companies. USAID also supports 
hotels and restaurants in their 
preparation for the "Q" quality 
certification (which requires 
verification of facilities, process 
manuals, and similar criteria).

In terms of digital marketing, the 
companies were able to learn about 
positioning strategies through social 
networks. USAID supported 47 
companies in the use of 
photographs, advertising campaigns, 
call to action, graphic line proposals 
and value proposition.

As part of the Program, the 
Project visited 47 companies to 
verify their compliance with the 
"Q" for Quality certification from 
the Salvadoran Organization for 
Standardization (OSN). OSN also 
visited 31 companies to verify 
compliance with standards. The 
Program expects to generate 
US$840,000 in sales and 144 jobs.

New jobs
US$1.7M80

In new sales

During the life of the 
Project, this initiative 
has generated:

GASTRONOMIC QUALITY AND IDENTITY PROGRAM
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TRAVEL MAXIMIZER

The Project, in partnership with BPEACE, continued with the Travel Maximizer Program, which 
seeks to increase sales, exports and support job creation in 15 small and medium-size tourism 
enterprises with high growth potential.

In this quarter, USAID developed a mystery shopper phase to understand the customer experience 
of the companies. In this phase the experts provided feedback to the companies to improver 
customer relationship. In addition, BPEACE continued with interviews with the entrepreneurs to 
gather information to prepare their G-files on finances, number of employees and women employed, 
main competitive advantages, competencies, among others.

Thanks to this Program, to date, 12 companies have been assigned an 
international expert and 15 companies have defined growth projects and 
specific areas of improvement for the participating companies.

Additionally, the 15 entrepreneurs have access to BPEACE's Connect 
platform to link with other entrepreneurs who participated in different 
Maximizer Programs, which allows them to get to know the network of 
experts.

The Program expects to generate US$1.9 million in 
sales and 47 jobs.
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NOVATUR

During this quarter, IMPACT HUB and USAID, through the NOVATUR Grant, completed 
the Novatur Program grant on the design of a business development model to generate 
growth strategies for the companies' operations.

To date, USAID has supported the companies with digital design and 
diagnostics, digital strengthening sessions, access to better 
operational controls, mentoring, and the development of the 
AVENTU application. This application will optimize management and 
communication processes regarding the guest experience at the 
hotels.

New jobs
US$1.2M122

In new sales

83
Tourism companies

The Project and Grupo GD concluded the grant 
agreement to support the innovation ecosystem 
of the travel technology value chain in El Salvador 
in order to promote the digital transformation of 
MSMEs, taking Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) as 
anchor companies.

The Project also supported companies to 
integrate tourism value chain through OTAs and 
strengthened their digital transformation skills 
through courses on business tools for the 
tourism sector.

In addition, it developed DELIFOOD applications 
in order to make reservations and order in 
different restaurants. Also, BOOKME, allows to 
make reservations in hotels.

Moreover, BOOKME-PMS allows to manage the 
reservations made by BOOKME as well as guest 
departure management, maintenance, among 
others.

Up on today, DELIFFOOD and BOOKME are in 
the process of incorporating the information of 
the participating companies.

In this quarter, this initiative generated:

New jobs

US$315K94
In new sales

In this quarter 
this activity 
generated:

The APP has been finalized and is currently incorporating companies' information. 
The application will be launched in July 2023, at the closing of the Program.

Additionally, as part of USAID's support to the IMPACT HUB 
technical team, the Project developed a Sustainability Plan for 
AVENTU to become a viable tool in the market. 

The Novatur grant lasted 18 months. This initiative generated 
US$2.7 million in sales and 344 jobs (40% women) over the life of 
the Program. The leverage was US$251,000 from IMPACTES.

INTEGRATUR
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1.3  VALUE CHAIN GRANTS AND CLUSTER SUPPORT 
As part of efforts to improve sales and employment generation for the fisheries and aquaculture sector, the 
USAID Project, together with partner ACCESO, is currently helping 141 producers. 

The Project exceeded the target for this intervention with US$3.4 million in sales 
out of US$2.9 million planned, 626 jobs out of 505 planned, and doubled the 
grant leverage target with ACCESO by US$1.4 million out of US$507,000 
planned.

USAID strengthened the capacities of tilapia farmers, artisanal fishermen, and pond shrimp 
producers. USAID and ACCESO are currently equipping the Acajutla Sonsonate production 
plant and obtaining the necessary permits to operate the plant. This grant will last 21 
months and will end in September 2023.

US$1.2M   143
In new sales New jobs

This quarter the 
Project generated:

ARTISANAL 
FISHING VALUE
CHAIN
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In 18 months, the 20 
companies and 10 
startups are expected 
to generate US$2.1 
million in sales and 98 
jobs. InnovaLab will 
strengthen MSMEs and 
startups to develop 
abilities and be better 
prepared to face the 
future.

INNOVATION ECOSYSTEM

The main objective of the grant is to promote innovation initiatives to generate new capabilities that provide competitive 
advantages to at least 20 MSMEs and to support 10 entrepreneurs to develop new products or services. 

This quarter the Project 
equipped the Innovalab, 
Ternova's innovation 
laboratory, with 
technological equipment 
for the streaming room 
(video camera, LED screen, 
wireless microphones, LED 
lamps, among others) and 
3D printers to increase the 
laboratory's capacity.

In addition, USAID 
strengthened the 
marketing and 
product design 
abilities of the 20 
MSMEs and 
supported 10 
entrepreneurs in 
developing their 
ecommerce 
platforms. 

Currently, the 
entrepreneurs are 
currently receiving 
coaching on how to 
market their projects 
to potential investors 
through a business 
roundtable called 
"Pitch“. This 
conference will be held 
in August 2023.

US$909K   32
In new sales New jobs

This quarter the 
Project generated:
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FOOD AND BEVERAGES CLUSTER SUPPORT

During this quarter, the Project and the Fundación Salvadoreña de Apoyo Integral (FUSAI) continue to support nine exporting 
SMEs in the food and beverage sector. 

To date, the Project has 
worked to strengthen the 
companies through the 
purchase and installation of 
industrial equipment (powder 
conveyors, electric 
generators, pallet molds, milk 
processors, ovens, among 
others) in order to increase 
their production capacity and 
thus, improve the quality and 
efficiency of their products. 

The Project is also 
currently supporting the 
necessary procedures for 
three participating 
companies to obtain 
operating permits for 
their production plants. 
To date, USAID obtained 
the operating permits for 
the Grupo Joseph plant.

This quarter the 
Project generated:

US$1.7M 111
Total sales Total jobs
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1.4 VALUE CHAIN TECHNICAL AGREEMENTS AND CLUSTER SUPPORT

In the third quarter of 2023, the USAID Project supported Panadería Sinai, 
one of Grupo Campestre's companies, to export a pallet of over 800 kg of 
corn coffee to California, USA.

USAID provided technical assistance to Panadería Sinai to export 40,000 
pounds of fried plantain chips to a distributor of nostalgic food products in 
California, USA.

The technical assistance helped the company improve its cost, logistics, and 
shipment clearance scenarios. This third shipment in 2023 represents 
US$33,100 in exported refrigerated products and the generation of at least 
60 jobs linked to this process. This export generates income of US$41,200 
and 60 jobs.

USAID also held a meeting with vegetable producers in the upper zone of 
Chalatenango and agreed to supply 17 agricultural products. Moreover, 
USAID agreed to supply bananas to a cooperative in Sonsonate.

US485K
Total sales

9
Total jobs

GRUPO CAMPESTRE’S  VALUE CHAIN

This technical assistance focuses on improving business management and the 
domestic and export sales volume of the company.

The Project and the company are working to improve sales and supply chain 
processes. USAID also supported the internal restructuring of the company 
and the development of all work manuals and process systematization.

During this quarter, USAID strengthened the company in the creation of job 
profiles and the organizational chart with the support of Universidad de 
Oriente.

The company's marketing team also received support to increase the number 
of distributors in the country and Guatemala.

The company held its "Customer Loyalty" event for its cosmetics line as part 
of the Work Plan coordinated with USAID support.

During the third quarter of 2023, the company reported US$652,200 in sales, 
of which US$98,000 are export sales to the United States.

STRENGTHENING INVERSIONES EL AGUILA

US884k
Total sales

2
Total jobs

In the life of Project, 
this initiative 
generated: In the life of Project, 

this initiative 
generated:
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DISTRIBUIDORA CUSCATLÁN 
VALUE CHAIN

Currently, USAID is supporting Distribuidora Cuscatlán search for new 
suppliers of sauces, dressings, processed beans, semita, and coal.

Also, the Project provided technical assistance in the preparation 
of costs scenarios, logistics management and support in the dispatch of 
shipments.

US40k
Total sales

This quarter, this initiative has generated: 

Molienda de los Señores Mejía, San Vicente

Additionally, it exported its first shipment to Diamond Rock 
Food Imports Inc. in New York with 40,000 pounds of dulce de 
panela.

This is the third production cycle of 2023. Both exports 
represent an income of US$58,500 in exported product and 
the generation of 80 jobs.

In the third quarter, Molienda de los Señores Mejía de San Vicente exported its 
products to Distribuidora Cuscatlán and Diamond Rock Food Imports Inc.

Thanks to USAID support, Señores Mejía was able to export, to Distribuidora 
Cuscatlán, 38,000 pounds in its second shipment of dulce de panela, piñatas and 
samples of 17 products from Panadería Sinaí.
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SEMBRANDOVIDA

Visit to USAID and AMEXCID beneficiaries' producers.

1.5 STRENGTHENING VALUE CHAIN COMPANIES

The Project continues to support 200 small vegetable producers 
through an agreement with AMEXCID, connecting "Sembrando 
Vida" beneficiaries with buyers.

fruit and vegetable producers continued to 
make progress in their procurement and 
market linkage plans, thanks to USAID, 
through the support of CLUSA El Salvador.

222
This initiative supports producers in their sourcing plans to 
prioritize crops, produce, define planting areas and dates, plan 
individual or group production, designate a group leader and, if 
necessary, register with the Ministry of Finance to enter the 
formal market.

During this quarter, USAID concluded the procurement plans and continued to 
link producers to the formal market. In addition, USAID visited 39 producers to 
identify the equipment needs of their storage and post-harvest handling centers 
to improve their competitiveness in the market and thus generate sales and 
employment.

To Date:

producers 
distributed in 31 
groups 
developed their 
sourcing plans

222 Producers are 
linked to the 
formal market

44 are in the 
process of being 
linked to the 
formal market.

50
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION SUPPORT TO 60 TOURISM 
SMES, LA UNION

Through technical assistance, USAID strengthened 60 MSMEs in the municipalities of 
Conchagua, El Carmen, Intipucá and La Union in digital marketing and management of 
operations within the companies. Thanks to these efforts USAID extended the 
strengthening to 18 new MSMEs, in total 78 MSMEs.

In this quarter, USAID completed this initiative, in which companies were able to create 
their profiles on social networks, publications, WhatsApp Business, and digital strategy.

In addition, the Project supported food safety protocols such as: preparation of food and 
management of input inventories, standardization and presentation of dishes, and training 
in improving the quality of tourism.

Moreover, USAID supported the development of the destination brand, its social 
networks, implementation of advertising campaigns, development of events and 
organization of businessmen through the tourism board. The MSMEs attributed 
US$226,710 in sales and 147 permanent jobs to the Project, of which 73 are women and 
74 are men.

US$99K 38
In new sales New jobs

In this quarter this 
initiative generated:

In order to improve honey production and quality at the national level and to 
generate good beekeeping practices, among producers, USAID provided 500 
beekeeping logbooks to producers in the Honey Chain. With these logs, 
producers will be able to control the application of medicines, harvesting and 
beekeeping inputs. This logbook was developed with the standards of the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock (MAG).

HONEY VALUE CHAIN
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SUPPLIERS VALUE CHAIN TECHNICAL SUPPORT TO GOTERA S.A. 
DE C.V.

COACHING TO COOPERATIVES, ASSOCIATIONS, and MSMEs:

In this quarter, USAID continued searching for seasonal fruits and corn from new 
vegetable suppliers in the upper zone of Chalatenango. Currently, the Project identified 
new producers such as: 6 corn producers, 2 papaya producers, 8 green mango producers, 
1 achiote producer, and 1 sesame producer and linked them with distributors companies.

US$1.4M 8
In new sales New jobs

This quarter, the Project continued with technical assistance to strengthen the soft and 
managerial skills of 10 cooperatives. These cooperatives are engaged in the production and 
sale of coffee, fruits, vegetables, seafood, seeds, and animal feed.

The Project is supporting the business management and competitiveness of the 
cooperatives to enhance their growth. During this period, the Project completed 
managerial soft skills coaching. USAID will continue strengthening their management skills 
and the development of management tools to improve strategy, inventory control and 
follow up of goals and analysis of financial results.. To date, this intervention has generated 
US$605,000 in sales and 173 new jobs, out of which 90 are women. USAID expects the 
initiative to generate US$500,000 in sales and 75 jobs.

173
In new sales New jobs

US$605K

In this quarter this 
initiative generated:

In this quarter this 
initiative generated:
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1.6 SUPPORT ECONOMIC REACTIVATION AT SUBNATIONAL LEVEL 

MUNICIPAL “ONE-STOP WINDOWS” FOR BUSINESSES 

Thanks to the support of CONAMYPE, the Project supported the 
Mayor's Office of Santa Ana, through a workshop on the services of the 
municipality's Business Service Point (PAE, for its acronym in Spanish). 
The purpose of the workshop was to strengthen the workflow of 
simplified procedures, requirements and administrative tools. This 
activity was key for the new work team in order to understand the 
importance of their work to improve attention and service to taxpayers.

Likewise, the Project concluded the technical assistance in the municipality of 
Usulután. The implementation was carried out in two stages: 1. Training of 
municipal employees for the implementation of the Simplification Proposal of 
the prioritized business procedures within the municipality. 2. Identification of a 
proper location to install the Window is under review. Currently, USAID is 
working with the municipality to select a proper location.
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

• Closing event of the Tourism Quality Program.

• Launch the design roadmap intervention to strengthen the 
meetings, incentives, conventions and exhibitions of tourism 
industry.

• Closing event of the Travel Maximizer Program.

• Closing event of the Novatur Program and launching of the 
AVENTU APP.

• Closing of the 3rd edition of the InnovExport Program.

• Launching event of the aquaculture processing plant in ACCESO, 
Acajutla.

• Closing event of the innovation grant executed with Ternova-
Innovalab.

• Closing event of the technical assistance with Grupo Campestre, 
Inversiones El Aguila, Distribuidora Cuscatlán and GOTERA.

• Equip 11 producers' collection centers linked to formal markets 
joint with AMEXCID, ARCO-USAID Mexico.

• Closing event and graduation of 222 agricultural producers' 
intervention joint with AMEXCID.

• Closing event of the “Coaching 10 cooperatives to improve their 
competitiveness in local and international markets”.

• Preparation of ALFA's Strategic Plan.

• Support the participation of 13 Salvadoran professionals from the 
pharmaceutical chemical sector in the XXXVII Central American 
and Caribbean Pharmaceutical Congress.

• Closing event and distribution of ALFA's Pharmaceutical Industry 
Magazine.

• Development of advertising campaign for the Second Art and 
Design Festival 2023.

• Launching and closing event of the Environmental Management 
Seminar in August 2023.

• Closing of the Pharma Maximizer and Expansion Maximizer 
Programs.

• Develop training sessions for producers in the Honey Chain.

• Re-launching event of the Business Service Point of the 
Municipality of Santa Ana.



2. STRENGTHEN EL SALVADOR’S 
INVESTMENT ATTRACTION AND 
EXPORT CAPACITIES
The USAID Economic Competitiveness Project developed El Salvador’s Strategy for Investment 
Promotion (INVEST SV) in order to attract new investments that will generate new jobs as a result of 
investment flows in new or existing companies. New private investments will fuel economic growth and 
generate more jobs. To this end, ECP develops programs and services that ensure investor retention and 
drive investment expansion.
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2.1 IMPLEMENTATION OF WORK PLAN TO RETAIN COMPANIES IN 
EL SALVADOR 

DESIGN THE INVESTMENT FACILITATION 
COMMITTEE´S STRATEGIC PLAN

PUBLIC-PRIVATE DIALOGUE

As part of the design of a public-private dialogue mechanism to 
attract investment to the country, the Project supported the 
creation of the Investment Facilitation Committee (IFC). 
Therefore, developed the design of a Strategic Plan to coordinate 
the actions required by the IFC and its members to respond to the 
country's needs in terms of institutional strengthening, dialogue 
and investment facilitation.

During this quarter, the Project held the first and second 
Virtual Plenary with the members of the Committee to 
present the preliminary version of the Strategic Plan 
2024-2028. This document will support the Secretariat of 
Trade and Investment in facilitating private sector 
investments in the country.

At this Plenary, the Project presented to public-
private sector actors the methodological process 
for the design of the Strategic Plan. Thus, USAID 
held 10 workshops to gather input from the 
construction, textile and apparel, tourism and 
agribusiness, technology, life sciences, logistics and 
aeronautical services sectors. 

This Strategic Plan is the final version that includes 
the Plan's vision and mission, values, objectives, 
regulatory framework, simplification of procedures, 
technology and infrastructure development.

IFC's main objective is to promote joint work 
between the Government of El Salvador and 
investors and business associations to increase and 
stimulate private investment.
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2.2 FOCUS ON SECTORAL INVESTMENT PROMOTION

INVESTMENT COACH

The Project is supporting INVEST El Salvador in the 
implementation of the investment promotion strategy 
called INVESTSV.

USAID designed the strategy INVESTSV in 2023 which 
provides guidance on how to focus investment attraction 
efforts on the most competitive sectors in the country.

USAID identified the importance of having an investment 
coach to provide the necessary tools and knowledge to 
INVEST's technical team, and thus succeed in its mission of 
attracting investments to the country and facilitating 
expansions of established investments.

During this period, USAID developed the fourth, fifth, and 
sixth mission with assistance from a specialized Investment 
Attraction Coach. The missions focused on supporting the 
INVEST team in implementing sectoral investment 
strategies, methodologies, aftercare best practices, and 
support in the new Invest customer relationship 
management on the Hubspot Platform.

As part of these efforts, USAID 
supported INVEST EL SALVADOR to 
develop a business climate survey to 
gather information from national and 
international entrepreneurs on 
relevant aspects such as: infrastructure, 
costs, labor, regulations, quality of life, 
among others.

This quarter, USAID and INVEST 
completed 85 surveys. The Project 
expects to finalize the Investment 
Climate Study in July 2023.

INVESTMENT 
CLIMATE SURVEY

These inputs will help the 
Government of El Salvador 
define a roadmap to 
overcome obstacles and 
promote an increase foreign 
investment, as well as 
measure the amount of 
investment and new jobs 
generated in fiscal years 2021 
and 2022.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A CATALOGUE TO PROMOTE 
PUBLIC-PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS IN 6 NATIONAL PARKS

The initiative seeks to design, edit and produce a catalog of the six national 
parks owned by the Salvadoran Tourism Institute (ISTU).

During this period, USAID presented and printed copies of the catalog of six 
national parks that will facilitate services to investors. This material is printed 
in English and Spanish and is expected to be delivered to INVESTSV and ISTU 
in QR4.

The parks included are:
1. Cerro Verde
2. Amapulapa
3. Apulo
4. Costa del Sol
5. Ichanmichen
6. Los Chorros

DESIGN AND EDITION OF A CATALOGUE OF 
COMPANIES PROVIDING SERVICES TO 
INVESTORS

USAID supported INVESTSV in improving services to investors 
through a catalog of service providers. This material is aimed at 
potential entrepreneurs interested to invest in El Salvador.

The landing page of this initiative is available on the web site 
www.investelsalvador.com. Furthermore, USAID designed the 
catalog in English and Spanish. The landing page currently has 37 
companies on the site with the potential to add more categories 
and companies.

Service providers are part of the following categories: (a) lawyers 
and notaries, (b) customs agents, (c) architecture, design and 
construction, (d) tax and accounting advisors, (e) real estate, (f) 
labor law firms, (g) immigration law firms, (h) environmental and 
sustainable development consultants, (i) logistics, (j) office 
furniture, (k) shipping companies, (l) other consulting services, (m) 
personnel recruitment and HR services, (n) insurance, (o) 
outsourcing services, (p) security services, (q) technology and data 
center services, (r) telecommunications services.
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2.3 PUBLIC POLICY IMPROVEMENT TO INCREASE INVESTMENT AND EXPORTS 

DESIGN A TECHNICAL, FINANCIAL, AND ECONOMIC 
SUSTAINABILITY MODEL OF THE SINGLE ENTITY 
FOR CONSTRUCTION PERMITS

CAPACITY BUILDING FOR OFFICIALS 
OF THE CONSTRUCTION WINDOW

USAID concluded the capacity building of officials of the Construction 
Single Window through 10 workshops. Approximately 40 people 
participated. In these trainings, the Project strengthened soft skills such 
as: neuro leadership, external and internal customer service, task 
management, personal attention management, teamwork, customer 
service strategies and ethics in the public sector.

The Secretariat of Trade and Investment and USAID 
approved the preliminary drafts of the following 
regulations: (1) General Regulations for the Creation of 
the Single Entity for Construction License Visas Law (2) 
Responsibility of Construction Professionals and 
Supports Law. The purpose of these activities is to 
strengthen the regulatory framework for the operation 
and sustainability of the DTC.

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK OF THE SINGLE 
BUILDING PERMITS ENDORSEMENT LAW

UPDATE THE SINGLE WINDOW DIGITAL 
PLATFORM OF THE CONSTRUCTION PERMITS 

Thanks to USAID, DTC developed and implemented two 
systems to support control activities and information 
management in the DTC's digital platform: 1) System for 
improving the follow-up of requirements of granting 
construction permits and 2) System for monitoring 
construction procedures. The objective of this activity is to 
support the update of the online platform in order to create 
and implement the single entity for construction permits.

USAID and the Secretariat of Trade and Investment (SCI) completed 
the second mission with international specialists on the subject. The 
purpose of this activity focused on presenting the proposal of 
Economic and Financial Feasibility of the Directorate of Construction 
Procedures (DTC). In addition, the Project received a draft of the 
final report of the consultancy. USAID, DTC, SCI will review this 
document. The objective of this technical agreement is to conduct a 
technical, financial and economic feasibility study for the creation and 
sustainability of the Construction Procedures Entity.
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2.4 DEVELOP EXPORT STRATEGIES

STRENGTHENING EXPORT CAPACITIES

INDUSTRIAL BIOSAFETY EXPORT COMPANIES

This quarter, the USAID Project continued to support 
the Industrial Safety with Emphasis on Biosafety 
intervention to ensure compliance with biosafety 
requirements in four export companies. This activities in 
joint work with Nathan Project.

USAID conducted inspection visits to four participating 
companies to analyze compliance with sections of the 
ISO standard.

In addition, the Project continued to support the 
companies by identifying potential suppliers to improve 
quality standards, requesting quotations for the purchase 
of equipment, and developing tools to verify 
implementation of the standard. This intervention will 
develop biosafety manuals for each company. 

The four participating companies have sales of more than 
US$13 million in local and international sales and 
together generate 383 jobs. With this support, the 
companies are expected to generate four new jobs and at 
least US$50,000 in sales.

EXPORT TRAINING FOR SUPPLIERS OF 
EXPORT COMPANIES.

USAID concluded the intervention to strengthen 842 dairy, 
aquaculture, artisanal fishermen and honey producers. The 
objective was to strengthen their knowledge in requirements 
for exporting food to the United States, traceability, records, 
good management and production practices.

The Project strengthened:
• 304 milk producers
• 379 artisanal fishermen and fish farmers
• 159 honey producers.

Thanks to this activity, there are 842 producers with 
competitive skills to improve their production and obtain 
products with the quality required for export.
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SEARCH FOR NEW SUPPLIERS FOR 10 
EXPORT COMPANIES

During Q3 2023, efforts continued to support 10 companies to 
expand and sell their products in the United States.

The Project linked suppliers of primary and processed goods, as 
well as specialized business services in order to have sufficient 
raw materials and not lose export opportunities. To date the 
Project has:

1. Completed the diagnosis of the 10 selected companies of 
the food manufacturing sector.

2. The Project processed the information received and began 
the search for suppliers.

3. Continued field visits in order to contact potential 
agricultural producers and learn about their production 
capacity. To date, the Project has made links with 10 
companies.

STRENGTHEN THE DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS 
OF 10 SALVADORAN EXPORT COMPANIES IN THE 
FOOD AND BEVERAGE SECTOR INTO U.S. 
MARKETS.

The USAID Project continues to strengthen 10 Salvadoran export companies in 
the food and beverage sector to increase their sales into the United States.

To date, the Project has held meetings with 91 distributors and has identified 32 
potential U.S. distributors in the following states: Florida, New Jersey, New 
York, Illinois, Maryland, Virginia and Washington DC, Texas, California, among 
others.

In addition, USAID helped to arrange 221 potential meetings between client 
distributors and export companies. Thus, it was able to hold 52 meetings and 
eight business round tables with companies and potential clients in the U.S. As a 
result of these efforts, there is one commercial agreement and four in process.

Moreover, U.S. buyers asked Salvadoran companies for samples, prices, and 
general information on their products. The Project expects to generate US$1 
million in sales and 150 jobs.
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TRADE SHOWS AND COMMERCIAL MISSIONS

During May, ten companies participated in an on-
site commercial mission in Guatemala.  As a result, 
more than 80 contacts were developed, 48 of 
them with real potential businesses for more than 
US$140,000 in the short term (US$16,000 were 
sales on-site).  The participating companies are: 
Escarabazul, Hebras de Mahi, Valfer, Sondós, Roots 
Consultores, Conexión, Papaki, Metsakali 
Bordados, Gala La Mola, Chivisimo Tienda Local.

10
GUATEMALA

During the first week of May, six companies 
participated in the MacFruit trade show, that took 
place in Italy. The six participating companies were 
Gensa, Productos Tia Chayo, La Quiruba, Cooperativa 
de Fresas Apaneca, PROJASS and Acopaj.  During the 
event, more than 15 contacts were developed. USAID 
expects to generate in six months US$4.7 million in 
sales and after a year more than US$700,000.

6
MacFruit - ITALY

During June, ten companies participated in 
a virtual commercial mission with 
Spain.  As a result, each company had four 
or more commercial contacts, with 
potentialities of more than $722,000
in  sales in the mid- term.  The 
participating companies were: Belú Cacao, 
Comercializadora 503, Crio Inversiones, 
Cultivar, Cuscatlán Manufacturing, Dilosa, 
Santa Eduvigis, hermel, La Quiruba and Pan 
San Antonio.

10
SPAIN

During this quarter, the Project concluded the 
training Program for export promotion in joint 
work with COEXPORT.  Throughout the 
Program, more than 4,000 individuals were 
trained in basic steps on how to export and other 
topics aimed at strengthening the export culture. 

CLOSE EXPORT TRAINING
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During June, USAID launched the second edition of the Women in Trade Leadership Program in joint 
work with Coexport. This Program aims at strengthening female leadership of 50 businesswomen in the 
export sector (food, agroindustry, hotels and tourism, handicrafts with a vision towards 
internationalization, etc.).

The Program also contributes to the reduction of the challenges faced by professional women by helping 
to reduce the salary gap, facilitating access to training and information, opening new job opportunities, 
facilitating access to technology and decision making. 

These objectives are met through executive training provided by experts from Georgetown University. 
This Program included a coaching and mentoring process to build a women's leadership network that 
will serve as a reference for future generations of women in the export sector.

In addition to strengthening the knowledge, skills, and competencies of the participants in the different 
areas of international trade, this executive Program promotes the creation of a network of women 
leaders in the region to generate a mentoring spirit.

LAUNCH OF THE SECOND EDITION OF THE “WOMEN IN TRADE” LEADERSHIP PROGRAM WITH COEXPORT
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
• Kick off intervention to design and develop public relations 

and digital marketing strategies, events plan and content 
generation for the Invest SV digital strategy.

• Workshop presentation on the results of the Catalog of 
Investment Service Providers to INVEST El Salvador.

• Launch of the Catalog to promote public-private 
collaboration in 6 national parks.

• Presentation of the Road Map to establish a new 
investments in El Salvador on the eight sectors prioritized 
for INVESTSV.

• Closing event of the initiative "Search for new suppliers for 
10 export companies".

• Closing and workshop presentation about the results and 
recommendations on the intervention: "Distribution 
channels of 10 Salvadoran export companies in the food and 
beverage sector into U.S. markets".

• Presentation event of biosafety manuals to four companies 
participating in the technical assistance Program on 
industrial safety with emphasis on biosafety.

• Conclude the Technical, Economic and Financial Feasibility 
Study of the Construction Procedures Directorate.

• Continue strengthening the Digital Platform for 
Construction Procedures.

• Carry out the presentation event of the new certification 
process for environmental service providers. Moreover, the 
presentation of the new methodology for categorizing 
environmental risks (activities, works and projects) for the 
Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources (MARN).

• Participate at the food and beverage trade show in Miami, to 
promote Salvadoran food and beverage export companies.

• Develop a Commercial Mission with Dominican Republic.

• Participate at the Manufexport Trade Show.

• Develop an export Catalogue for Salvadoran companies 
under the Coexport Platform.

• Closing event of the second edition of women in trade 
leadership program with Coexport.



3. BOLSTER ACCESS TO 
FINANCING
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USAID followed up on technical assistance to strengthen the 
financial solutions of Banco Agricola, Banco Davivienda, BAC, Banco 
Azul, PROMERICA and Banco Cuscatlán.

ALLIANCE WITH CATALYZE WBR USAID

The objective of the CATALYZE WBR Project is to assist partner 
banks with an emphasis on women-led SMEs and to increase the 
financing portfolio for these companies. In collaboration with 
Palladium's CATALYZE WBR Program, the Project followed up on 
the recommendations of the gender diagnostic and provided a value 
proposition to each bank.

FINANCIAL INICIATIVES

With support from USAID, two memorandum were signed. The first with 
Banco Promerica to support financial education for SMEs led by women 
through a platform. This tool will optimize the contents of the platform and 
monitor its use.

The other memorandum with Banco Davivienda to train executives and 
strengthen the financial services provided to SMEs led by women. 

CATALYZE WBR FORUM USAID

Moreover, USAID developed the first forum to promote access to financing for 
MSMEs led by women. The objective of this activity was the exchange of 
experiences among banks, businesswomen, trade associations, and cooperation 
agencies, among others, on the barriers to access to financing in this area. 
During the forum, two success stories from the region were shared in order to 
implement best practices in the provision of services to this sector.
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As part of the Project's objectives to strengthen the competitiveness of enterprises and improve their participation 
in domestic and foreign markets, USAID continues to support the review, redesign and improvement of the internal 
processes of the Productive Development Fund (FONDEPRO) administered by the Ministry of Economy, through 
the Directorate of Innovation and Competitiveness (DIC).

This entity administers non-reimbursable co-financing for the business sector to promote the economic 
development of companies by improving investment and promoting job creation in the country.

SUPPORT TO FONDEPRO

During this quarter, USAID conducted an analysis of the current situation regarding the processes and 
procedures for granting co-financing funds. In addition, it prepared a report with recommendations on 
how to improve and optimize current processes and procedures. This document suggests moving 
functions and operations to digital platforms to improve efficiency, accuracy and reduce transaction 
costs. 

Furthermore, the Project held a "Digital Culture" workshop for the DIC technical team to improve 
competencies and take advantage of the benefits of digital culture, enhancing the efficiency and 
transparency of the government institution. USAID is expected to present a proposal for a Manual 
of internal processes and procedures for FONDEPRO's management in QR4. This document 
includes all stages of the process of allocating co-financing funds and evaluating the results of 
supported initiatives.

This proposed Manual will allow the Fund to be more efficient and effective in its processes and will 
prepare them to implement digitalized processes.
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
• Launching event on the Proposed Manual of Processes and 

Procedures to the management and technical team of the 
Directorate of Innovation and Competitiveness related to 
FONDEPRO's management processes. 

• Begin the execution of the memorandums of understanding 
with Banco Promerica and Davivienda and begin 
memorandums with the other banks.

• Support Catalyze in launching and convening the grant for 
alliances between banks and other relevant actors to 
promote financial services to SMEs led by women.



4. DETERRING UNDOCUMENTED 
MIGRATION
By supporting El Salvador’s H-2 visa program, the USAID Economic Competitiveness Project 
contributes to the reduction of undocumented migration by offering a viable alternative to 
work legally in the U.S., and long-term mutual economic gains in the agricultural industries and 
other sectors in both countries.
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SUPPORTING THE H-2 VISA PROGRAM

2,975
Workers solicited 
up to date

This quarter, the Project in alliance with MOFA achieved:

+700
Companies contacted by 
phone or email

3,180
H-2 visas approved

2,940
Workers deployed

A Salvadoran workes H-2 visa Program.

3,292
DS-160 forms filled 
up to date

205

148
Municipalities contacted

117
Municipalities trained on how 
to help citizens apply to the 
visas

37
Municipalities made calls 
for visa applications

27
Churches and associations are 
engaged in spreading the 
opportunity throughout their 
communities. 

Photo: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

In FY 2023, the USAID Economic Competitiveness Project continues to develop the 
strategy to support the Salvadoran Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) to promote 
H-2A and H-2B visas as a measure to reduce undocumented migration. 

Companies identified with 
real petitions. All of them 
with I-797 Forms submitted
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RECRUITMENT FAIRS

New Gen Hospitality Management Recruitment Event: On June 
11th-14th 2023, Program representatives together with the MOFA carried 
out the first recruitment event for New Gen Hospitality Management, to 
interview candidates for positions as Housekeepers in the hotel industry.

During the four-day event 132 candidates were invited to participate for 
positions as Housekeepers in the hotel industry. Out of which, 112 
responded to the call for participation, representing an attendance rate of 
85%. 

As an overall result of the interviews, 49% (55) of the candidates received 
an excellent interview score (1s), while 38% (43) candidates have been 
marked as backup candidates (2s), and candidates refused only represent 
13% (14).

As a result, 27 workers have already been deployed given this initiative (32 
are still pending and will be deployed during Q4). It is expected that they 
will work for 6 months in South Portland, ME, USA.

Photo: Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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MEETINGS & EVENTS

Focus group with returning workers H2-A: On April 25th, the MOFA 
together with Program representatives carried out a focus group with 23 
returning workers from: Temp Labor, and Automated Harvesting, to learn 
first-hand from the workers experience participating in the Program. During 
the focus group returning workers completed a questionary about their 
deployment and many of the workers shared their success stories and how 
they and their families have benefited from their participation. It also 
provided Program representatives with lessons learned to improve the 
Program for future deployments.

First Meeting with H-2 Families “Siempre Cerca” Event: On May 
15th, 2023, USAID jointly with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) in 
partnership with the International Organization for Migration carried out a 
meeting session with family members of Salvadoran workers participating in 
the H-2 visa Program. The event hosted 89 people including husbands, 
wives or life partners and children of Salvadoran workers participating in 
the Program. The objective is to assess the conditions of the family 
members to provide them with psychological and emotional support to 
encourage workers in the US to perform their work efficiently and facilitate 
their return and family reunification. During the event, the Mission Director 
to USAID El Salvador, Christopher Cushing participated and gave remarks.

Protection and Prevention conference for H-2 Visa Workers: On 
May 25th, 2023, Program representatives together with representatives 
from Ministry of Foreign Affairs carried out a protection and prevention 
conference for 109 Program beneficiaries, as part of the efforts 
implemented before the departure of the workers. During the event 
Marcela Escobari USAID’s Deputy Administrator for Latin America and the 
Caribbean, participated by giving remarks and learned about the continuous 
efforts of the Program, as well as the life stories of some of the Salvadoran 
beneficiaries who have completed their deployment season in the United 
States. Furthermore, Escobari had the opportunity to say farewell to a 
group of workers that traveled to Alaska to work on tuna production 
facility.

USAID Job Fair “De Aquí Soy”: USAID El Salvador organized a job fair 
under the initiative “De Aqui Soy” developed on June 24th,2023 at Plaza 
Mundo Apopa. The Labor Mobility Program H-2 Visas participated with a 
booth to provide information to potential candidates. As a result, Program 
representatives shared information with more than 250 attendees who 
showed interest in the H-2 Visa Program.

Protection and Prevention conference for H-2 Visa Workers event
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IOM Ethical Recruitment Training: This quarter, Program staff 
participated in an Ethical Recruitment Training carried out by the 
International Organization for Migration (OIM), to strengthen staff 
technical capacity regarding ethical recruitment practices and the 
prevention of irregular migration.

Eight and Ninth Returnee Event for Program Beneficiaries: On 
April 19th and 20th, 2023, during the two-day event held at the MFA, 385 
workers that had been deployed to the U.S. earlier last year participated 
to share information about their experience abroad and completed an 
impact evaluation for the Programs M&E objectives. On April 19th, 174 
returning workers attended the event, representing 43 companies, such 
as: Automated Harvesting, Above the Dirt, Brass Ring Amusement, E&E 
Foods, J Hough Concessions LLC, and Mastercorp, among many others. 

And on April 20th, 211 returning workers participated, from different 
companies, including: Omni Groove Park, Omni Mount Washington 
Resort, Pactiv, Omni Homestead Resort, MIDAS, among others. Also, 
during the event USAID Mission Director Christopher 
Cushing participated along Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs Cindy Portal 
to meet and brief the temporary workers and share success stories 
among Program beneficiaries. 

In addition, during the two-day event 8 institutions, including: IOM, 
Central Reserve Bank, Cuscatlan Bank, Hipotecario Bank, Bandesal, Social 
Housing Fund, Salvadoran Social Security Institute, Ministry of Education 
and Technology, Superintendency of the Financial System, Davivienda 
Bank, and American School participated in a fair to facilitate and provide 
services to returned workers such as: financial trainings, English language 
trainings, education services, medical services, and migration awareness 
trainings.

Returnee Event for Program Beneficiaries
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PROMOTION EVENTS

This quarter, the Project team and MOFA participated in the following 
events to promote the Salvadoran workforce among:

• The Hospitality Show- Las Vegas: This quarter, Program 
representatives together with the USAID El Salvador Deputy 
Mission Director attended the Hospitality Show and held several 
private meetings with different companies including 
Arrow Workforce Solutions, a staffing agency that services more 
than 40 hotels; Hirelinks Corp., a company that owns and operates 
more than 50 properties; Alliance Abroad Group, a H2B Agency; 
AHLA representatives from their Governmental Affairs department, 
among others. As a result, it is estimated that several of the 
connections made at the tradeshow will convert to positive leads 
for the summer 2024-season.

• World Travel Expo (WTE)-Miami: On June 15th, 2023, MFA 
representatives participated in the World Travel Expo held in 
Miami, Florida, with an exhibition booth to share information with 
companies from the tourism and hospitality industry and encourage 
them to learn about the Labor Mobility Program.  As a result, 
Program representatives had the opportunity to network with 
representatives from 3 hotels including: Aloft, Hyatt, and Element. In 
addition, conversations were carried out with representatives from 
Miami International Airport, who expressed their interest in learning 
more about the Program to evaluate the possibility of hiring H-2 
workers for several positions.
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REINTEGRATION PROGRAM FOR H-2 RETURNEES 

Reintegration labor process of H-2 visas returnees and returned migrants: The Project concluded the development of a Pilot Program for re-
integration based on certified competencies for job creation, which included initial assessment on the workers´ potential and competencies, a 
psychosocial intervention and training development to ideally conclude with job placement. The Program was developed with 513 initial participants, out 
of which 134 concluded the program with technical training, and 90 of them with certified competencies.  Eighty new job placements were achieved in 
companies such as: Sumilab, OM Diversos, OSI Nearshore, Red Fox, and other small food services companies.

194 Persons at Risk of 
Irregular 
Migration (PRMI)

PRODUCTIVE REINTEGRATION PROGRAM INFOGRAPHIC 

189 Migrants 
Returnees (PMR) 130 Individuals in the 

H-2 Visa Program

EVALUATION RESULTS:

People with Technical Education

Certificated people in labor competences 

Returnee Event for Program Beneficiaries
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EMPLOYED PEOPLE:

People with soft skills

People with labor certification

EVALUATION ACHIEVEMENTS

- Application of Employment 
- Management Techniques skills.

- Negotiation skills
- Planning ability
- Decision making capacity.

- Self-confidence
- Support networks
- Effective communication
- Resilience.

Global results: 30 organizations

Additionally, in joint work with INSAFORP, USAID, and Agape developed a complete guide of agricultural training module based on competencies 
for the H-2A visa Program. Further conversations will be held in order to start these training modules with potential Salvadoran workers.
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DATABASE DEVELOPMENT

1 2 3 

H2-A DATABASE: H2-B DATABASE:

No. of people in record: 77,094 No. of people in record: 178,076
No. of vetted profiles:  142 No. of vetted profiles:  6,547

DEVELOPMENT OF AN ICT PLATFORM FOR H-2  VISAS

The piloting phase of the ICT platform has been performed, and the MFA has been working to ensure the platform is safely merged into their 
servers and all functions are well developed. The team has also been logging all info in real time into the platform, so next quarter the Platform can 
go live.  The three main pillars/functions of the ICT platform are:

Register and manage major 
recruiters, labor opportunities 
and recruitment processes

Register and 
manage recruitment process 
of Salvadoran workers and 
their link to 
international opportunities

Monitoring and 
workers management, program 
evaluation and impact.

Photo: Ministry of Foreign Affairs

During this quarter, USAID has been working in a cleaning process of the database, in which workers are contacted to find out if they are still
interested in working abroad. As a result, the new numbers of data base are:
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The following table details the progress of requested workers per American company in the third quarter FY2023:

Name of U.S. Petitioner Industry Location
Visa 
Type

Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy

Workers 
Deployed to 

the U.S.
19	RAW Hospitality	(2	petitions) Maine H2B 2 3
24	Seven	Hospitality	Service Housekeeping Florida H2B 65 63 26
3	Seasons	Landscape Landscape Pennsylvania H2B 1 3 3
4	Seasons	Landscape Landscape Pennsylvania H2B 2 2 2
400	East	Restaurant	&	Bar Cook Massachusetts H2B 1 1 1
A	Abby	Group Landscaping Georgia H2B 9 9 9
Abil	Enterprises Landscape Ohio H2B 4 4 4
Above	the	Dirt Orchard	Worker Washington H2A 29 29 27
All State Landscape Services Landscaping Conneticut H2B 4 4 3
Alpha	Vessel	Co.	/	Aloha	Seafood Seafood	Processor Mississippi H2B 6 5 4
American	Textile	- October	2022 Sewers	(3	petitions) PA	+	TX	+	GA H2B 1 1
Ameristar	Casino	Black	Hawk Hospitality	(2	petitions) Colorado H2B 5 3 2
AnneMarie	Lemos	Catering Carnival Traveling H2B 12 11 11
Aphix Landscape	(2	petitions) TN	+	KY H2B 26 24 24
Art	Constructors Construction	(3	Petitions) Guam H2B 1 1
Ashley	Furniture	Industries Manufactorung	(4	petitions) WI	+	PA H2B 39 25
Atoah	Contracting Landscape South	Carolina H2B 3 3 5
Automated	Harvesting Agriculture California H2A 15 15 15
Avista Housekeeping South	Carolina H2B 65 58 57
B&K	Carnival	Company Carnival Traveling H2B 5 5 5
Baumann	Wisconson	Ginsing Agriculture Wisconsin H2A 12 12 12
Bayshore	Development Carnival Traveling H2B 14 14 14
Benbow	Valley	Investments Food	Preparation California H2B 1 1 1
Big	Apple	Concrete	Supply Construction New	York H2B 1
Big	Cedar	Lodge Housekeeping Missouri H2B 47 44 44
Biltmore Cook North	carolina H2B 2 6 6
Biltmore	- Supplemental Culinary	(2	Petitions) North	carolina H2B 30 27 26
Biota	Landscape Landscape Minnesota H2B 8 8 8
Birrill	Sevices Cleaning Utah H2B 3 3
Bluebird	Lawn	and	Landscaping Landscape Idaho H2B 5 5
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Name of U.S. Petitioner Industry Location
Visa 
Type

Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy

Workers 
Deployed to 

the U.S.
Bob	Popp	Building	Services Cleaning Denver H2B 10 9

Bodega	Bay Hospitality	(2	petitions) California H2B 4 3 3

Bonick	Landscaping	Inc. Landscape Texas H2B 14 12 8

Boots	Bar	and	Grill	 Line	Cook North	Dakota H2B 3 3 3

Boyd	Biloxi	dba	IP	Casino	RE	-	Winter	23 Hospitality	(3	petitions) Mississippi H2B 5 5 9

Branson's	Best Housekeeping Missouri H2B 4

Brass	Ring	Amusement	Company	- Supplemental	2023 Carnival Traveling H2B 21

Breda	/	Camden	Harbour	Inn Housekeeping Maine H2B 2 2 2

Brittain	Resort	- Lifeguard Lifeguard South	Carolina H2B 4 4 4

Brittain	Resorts	dba	Brightwork	Laundry	Services Laundry	Attendant South	Carolina H2B 4 4 6

Byard	Construction Construction Tennessee H2B 4 4 4

Cascade	Lumber	Company Team	Assembler Iowa H2B 8 8 8

Castle	Pines Hospitality	(2	petitions) Colorado H2B 13 13 13

CE	Rental Warehouse Tennessee H2B 1

Central	Specialties Construction	Operator	(2	Petitions) South	Dakota H2B 18 17 11

Chateau	on	the	Lake Hospitality	(2	petitions) Missouri H2B 14 13 12

Chester	Leasing Event	Set	Up Ohio H2B 2 2 2

Chicketti	Family	Amusements Carnival Traveling H2B 15 15 15

Chippewa	Hotel Housekeeping Michigan H2B 5 5 5

Clock	Tower	Inn Housekeeping Montana H2B 5 5 5

Clock	Tower	Inn	- Supplemental Cooks Montana H2B 3 3 3

Columbia	Landcare Landscaping Missouri H2B 10

Colwen	Management Housekeeping	(2	petitions) New	Hampshire H2B 30 30 30

Concrete	Concept	Design Construction Colorado H2B 26 24 8

Continuum	Services Landscape Michigan H2B 8 8 8

Core	Framing Construction South	Dakota H2B 10 9 9

Crabapple	Turf	Management Landscaping Georgia H2B 11 29 54

Creative	Image Landscape Kentucky H2B 28 27 26

Custom	Prefab	Contractors Manufactoring Ohio H2B 6

Dakoor	Concrete Construction Ohio H2B 5 4 4

Dakota	Territory	Lodging Housekeeping North	Dakota H2B 6 6 6

Daniel	Island	Club	2023 Hospitality	(4	petitions) South	Carolina H2B 12 10 13

Davey	Resource Crew	Labor	(3	Petitions) PA	+	TX	+	UT H2B 26 25 25

Detillion	Landscaping Landscape Ohio H2B 3 3 3

DHC	MI	Holdings Cook Michigan H2B 10 9 9
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Name of U.S. Petitioner Industry Location
Visa 
Type

Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy

Workers 
Deployed to 

the U.S.
di	Stefano	Landscaping Landscape Vermont H2B 7 7 6

Dick	Anderson	Construction Construction Montana H2B 10 9 5

DNC	Parks	&	Resorts Hospitality	(5	petitions) VA	+	CA	+	AZ H2B 48 42 35

Donahue	&	Sons	Management Landscape Maine H2B 5 4 4
Doobie Cook Virginia H2B 2 2 1

Double	H	Paving Construction South	Dakota H2B 2 1

Eich's Carnival Traveling H2B 2 4

Elkhorn	Lawn	Care Landscape Nebraska H2B 9 9 8

Enchantment	Group	2023 Housekeeping Vermont H2B 6 6 6
Enchantment	Resort	2023 Hospitality	(2	petitions) Arizona H2B 15 13

Energy	Improvements	of	NH Construction New	Hampshire H2B 2

Environmental	Management	Services Landscape Ohio H2B 7 7 7

EnviroScapes Landscape Tennessee H2B 1 1 4

EOS	Hospitality	Kingston	Resort Hospitality	(2	petitions) South	Carolina H2B 9 9 6

Fitzpatrick	Lawn	&	Landscape Landscape North	Carolina H2B 2 2 12
Flora	Design	and	Landscape Landscape Missouri H2B 3 3 3

Flying	Horse	Country	Club Landscape Colorado H2B 10 10 7

Fun	N	Games Carnival Traveling H2B 2 12

Gallegos	Masonry Stone	Mason	(2	Petitions) Colorado H2B 34 31 30

Galyn's	Galley Cooks Maine H2B 2 2 2
Gloria's	Corner	Cafe Server Utah H2B 1 1 1

Gold	Personnel Landscaping Texas H2B 37 35 34

Green	with	Envy Landscape Tennessee H2B 6

GreenTrees Landscaping Michigan H2B 6 5 4

Ground	Control	of	Huntsville	 Landscape Alabama H2B 30 28 23
Halyards	Restaurant	Group Cook Georgia H2B 3 1 1

Hampton	Inn	and	Suites	Spearfish Housekeeper South	Dakota H2B 6 6 6

Harold	G.	Worley Housekeeping South	Carolina H2B 15 15 11

Hart's	Turkey	Farm Cooks New	Hampshire H2B 10 8

HCW	Management	Consultants	 Landscape Missouri H2B 10 10 10
Hellas	Construction Construction	(4	petitions) AL	+	TX	+	KA	+	GA H2B 37 35 33

Henriksen	Fisheries Seafood	Processor Wisconsin H2B 3 3 3

HHS	Exceptional	Hospitality Housekeeping	(3	Petitions) Nevada H2B 1 1 2

Highland	Turf	Solutions Landscaping Georgia H2B 131 130 127

Highlanders Forest Forestry Oregon H2B 81 75 58
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Name of U.S. Petitioner Industry Location
Visa 
Type

Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy

Workers 
Deployed to 

the U.S.
Hilton	Grand	Vacations	- Orlando Housekeeper Florida H2B 3 2 3

Hilton	Grand	Vacations	- Virginia	 Hospitality	(3	Petitions) Virginia H2B 10 9 21

Hilton	Sun	Inc	DBA	Emeral	Sun Housekeeping Florida H2B 34 30

HLM	Holden	Landscaping	 Landscape Michigan H2B 8 8 4

Holiday	Inn	Club	Vacations	Lake	Tahoe	 Hospitality	(5	petitions) Nevada H2B 1 1 2

Holiday	Inn	Hill	Country	Resort Customer	Service Texas H2B 1 1

Holiday	Inn	Mount	Ascutney Hospitality	(2	Petitions) Vermont H2B 1 1 2

Holiday	Inn	Oak	n	Spruce Customer	Service Massachusetts H2B 2 2 2

Holiday	Inn	Orange	Lake Hospitality	(4	Petitions) Florida H2B 9 9 19

Holiday	Inn	Ozark Hospitality	(4	Petitions) Missouri H2B 1 3 4

Holiday	Inn	Piney	Shores	 Hospitality	(2	Petitions) Texas H2B 3 3 3

Holiday	Inn	South	Beach	Resort Hospitality	(3	Petitions) South	Carolina H2B 5 5 5

Holiday	Inn	The	Village Hospitality	(4	Petitions) Texas H2B 4 3 4
Holiday	Inn	Timber	Creek Housekeeping Missouri H2B 1 1 1

Home	Away	/	The	Pines	Resort Housekeeping California H2B 6 5 3

Homestead	Gardens	2023 Landscape Maryland H2A 6 10 10

Hopes	Racing	Stable Horse	Caretaker Pennsylvania H2B 1

Hyatt	Chesapeake	Bay	Resort Cook Virginia H2B 1 1 1

Ibison	Concessions Carnival Traveling H2B 10 10 10

Ikaros	Gourmet	Co Carnival Traveling H2B 7 6 6

Inn	at	Perry	Cabin Hospitality	(3	Petitions) Maryland H2B 20 19 18

Inners	Amusements Carnival Traveling H2B 4 4 3

J&J	Sod Sod Texas H2B 4 4

J&S	Landscape	Design Landscape North	Carolina H2B 1 1

JJ	Concessions Carnival Traveling H2B 5 5 1

K&R	Landscaping Landscape Illinois H2B 10 10 10
Kiawah	Island	Resort Hospitality	(7	Petitions) South	Carolina H2B 4 4 3

L’Auberge	Casino	Resort	Lake	Charles	2023 Hospitality	(2	Petitions) Louisiana H2B 13 7 6

Lakes	Area	Landscaping Landscape Minnesota H2B 4 4 4

LAM	Enterprises Carnival Traveling H2B 3 3

Land	Management	Inc Cook Maryland H2B 4 3 3

Landmark	WNC Landscape North	Carolina H2B 3 3 3

Landscape	Services Landscape Michigan H2B 28 28 26

Landscape	Solutions Landscaping Utah H2B 13 13 13

Los	Verdes Hospitality	(2	Petitions) Colorado H2B 21 20 14
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Name of U.S. Petitioner Industry Location
Visa 
Type

Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy

Workers 
Deployed to 

the U.S.
Lujan	Concessions Carnival Traveling H2B 3 3
M	&	A	Investments Landscape Mississippi H2B 4
Madison	Lawn	Care Landscaping Illinois H2B 2 2

Main	Street	Market	 Groery	Store	Clerk Wisconsin H2B 5 5 5
Mainscape Landscape	(3	Petitions) KY	+	SC	+	NC H2B 43 39 39

Majestic	Mississippi	 Housekeeper Mississippi	 H2B 1 1 2
Mark	I	Investments	 Agriculture Indiana H2A 1

Marriott	Resorts	Hilton	Head Hospitality	(5	Petitions) South	Carolina H2B 5 9 8
Marriott	Resorts	Myrtle	Beach Hospitality	(2	Petitions) South	Carolina H2B 7 7 7
Marsch	Landscaping Landscaping Ohio H2B 3

Maryland	Natives	Nursery Nursery	Worker Maryland H2B 1 4
Maslyk	Landscaping Landscaping Ohio H2B 6 6 6

Mastercorp	Inc	2023 Housekeeping Vignia H2B 1 26 25
Mastercorp	Inc	Spring	2023 Housekeeping	(5	petitions) Vignia H2B 106 103 95

Maverick	Concepts Carnival Traveling H2B 2
McBrideCo	2023 Construction Mississippi H2B 4 4 5
McElroy	Metal	Mill Manufactoring	(2	petitions) IL	+	VI H2B 3 3 7

McElroy	Metal	Mill	- Supplemental Manufactoring Wisconsin H2B 3 3 3
Medora	Uncorkd Cooks North	Dakota H2B 4 4 4

Metro	Grounds	Management Landscape Maryland H2B 9 8
Midas	Hospitality	2023 Housekeeping	(4	Petitions) KA	+	NC	+	MO H2B 29 29 29

Milieu	Design Landscape Illinois H2B 3 3 3
Millburn	Lawn	and	Landscape Landscaping Utah H2B 5 12 28
Minn-Dak	Farmers	Cooperative Packer+Yardperson North	Dakota H2B 1 1

Mitchell	Brother’s	&	Son’s Carnival Traveling H2B 1 3
Montana	Fiberglass Construction Montana H2B 11 11 11

Myer	Hotels	2023 Housekeeping Minnesota H2B 8 8 18
National	Pools	of	Roanoke Constructiion Virginia H2B 5 5 6

Nature	Scapes Landscape	(4	petitions) Georgia H2B 11 11 15
Nemacolin	Resort Housekeeping Pennsylvania H2B 3 3 3
Nemacolin	Resort	- Supplemental Landscape Pennsylvania H2B 23 23 23

New	Earth	Lawn Landscape Kansas H2B 2 5 5
New	England	Rides	&	Amusements Carnival Traveling H2B 2

New	Gen	Hospitality	Management Housekeeping	(2	petitions) Maine H2b 55 54
North	American	Lawn Landscape North	Carolina H2B 3 8
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Name of U.S. Petitioner Industry Location
Visa 
Type

Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy

Workers 
Deployed to 

the U.S.
North	Beach	of	South	Walton Cooks Florida H2B 6 5 5
Northern	Improvement Construction	(4	petitions) North	Dakota H2B 8 6 1

Northland	Truss	Systems Assembler North	Dakota H2B 4 4 4
Norumbega Housekeeper Maine H2B 1 1 1
Oasis	Hospitality Housekeeping Colorado H2B 4 4 4

O'Brien	Landscaping Landscape Pennsylvania H2B 5 4 4
Ohara	Corporation Seafood	Vessel	Worker Alaska H2B 1 13

Omni	Amelia	Island	2023 Hospitality	(6	petitions) Florida H2B 1
Omni	Barton	Creek Hospitality	(2	petitions) Texas H2B 2

Omni	Bedford	Springs Hospitality	(5	petitions) Pennsylvania H2B 12 27 35
Omni	Champions	Gate	Resort Hospitality	(2	Petitions) Florida H2B 2 2 7

Omni	Fort	Worth Housekeeping Texas H2B 1
Omni	Grove	Park	Inn Hospitality	(4	petitions) North	carolina H2B 42 42 41

Omni	Homestead	Resort	2023 Hospitality	(3	petitions) Virginia H2B 9 9 15
Omni	Homestead	Resort	2023	-	Supplemental Hospitality	(5	petitions) Virginia H2B 39 37 37

Omni	Hotel	at	CNN	Center Hospitality	(4	petitions) Georgia H2B 5 4 4
Omni	Las	Colinas	 Hospitality	(4	petitions) Pennsylvania H2B 4 4 11

Omni	Mount	Washington	2023 Hospitality	(7	petitions) New	Hampshire H2B 56 24
Omni	PGA	Frisco	- Spring Hospitality	(4	petitions) Texas H2B 59 56 65

Omni	PGA	Frisco	- Winter Landscape Texas H2B 5 5 11
Pacific	Landscape	Management Landscape	(2	Petitions) Oregon	+	Washington H2B 11 9 9

Pacific	Seafoods Fishing Oregon H2B 2 5 7
Paragon	Casino	Resort Housekeeping Louisiana H2B 6 15 17

PCH	Hotels	and	Resorts Hospitality	(2	petitions) Alabama H2B 15 15 11
Piggly	Wiggly	Sister	Bay Groery	Store	Clerk Wisconsin H2B 6 6 6

Pinnacle	Design Landscape Kentucky H2B 1 6 6
Popsy	Pop	- New	Jersey Customer	Service New	Jersey H2B 2 2 3
Popsy	Pop	- Virginia Customer	Service Virginia H2B 2 4 4

PRESTO	Kitchen	Service Repair	Workers New	York H2B 4
Pride	Amusements	of	Missouri Carnival Traveling H2B -2 1 1

Prime	Landscape Landscape Texas H2B 3 3
Pro	Painters Painter	Helper	(2	Petitions) Michigan H2B 7 7 7

Rain	Control	Irrigation Landscape Pennsylvania H2B 3 3 3
Ralph	L.	Wadsworth	Construction	Company Construction	(2	petitions) Colorado H2B 20 15

Ramar	International	Corporation Food	Preparation California H2B 12 12 12
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Visa 
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Forms DS-160 
sent to U.S. 

Embassy

Visas Issued 
by U.S. 

Embassy
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Deployed to 

the U.S.
RDC	Harbourtowne	/	Links	at	Perry	Cabin Landscape Maryland H2B 13 10 8

Red	Jacket	Resorts Hospitality	(3	petitions) Massachusetts H2B 37 36 33

Rehoboth	Beach	Country	Club Landscaping Delaware H2B 9 9 9

Reynolds	Property	Management Landscaping Ohio H2B 1 1 1

Rick's	Lawn	&	Landscaping Landscaping Pennsylvania H2B 2

Ring	&	Ring Carnival Traveling H2B 13

Ritz-Carlton	Reynolds	Lake	Oconee Steward Georgia H2B 1 1 1

RK	Cattle	LLC Farm	Workers Oklahoma H2A 1 1

RLH	Enterprises Construction/Warehouse Nebraska H2B 10 10 10

Rock	Garden	Nursery Landscaping South	Dakota H2B 4 4 4

Rockwell	Amusements	&	Promotions Carnival Traveling H2B 1 3 3

Saladino	Property	Maintenance Landscape Vermont H2B 2 8 8

Salinas	Farm	Labor	Contractor Agriculture California H2A 3 3 3

Seaside	Properties Housekeeping South	Carolina H2B 9 7 7

Shroff	Investments	Payroll	Company Hospitality	(4	petition2) South	Carolina H2B 24 23 22

Silver	Bay	Seafoods Seafood	Processor Alaska H2B 379 378 377

Silver	Bay	YMCA Housekeeping New	York H2B 5 5 5

SOD	Father	Lawn	&	Landscape Landscaping Indiana H2B 5

Solid	Structures Landscaping Virginia H2B 15

Southern	Botanical Landscaping Texas H2B 34 33

Special	Events	Entertainment Event	Set	Up Virginia H2B 6

Spectrum	Resort Hospitality	(6	Petitions) Alabama H2B 18 18 16

SSA	Group Culinary Missouri H2B 4 4 4

St.	Clair	Country	Club	-	Server Server Pennsylvania H2B 1 1 1

Star	Lawncare Landscape Oklahoma H2B 5 4 4

Stony	Hill	Gardens	 Customer	Service New	Jersey H2B 1 1 1

Strandco Housekeeping South	Carolina H2B 7 5 5

Strobert	Tree	Services Forrestry Delaware H2B 30 29

Sunpro	 Manufactoring	(2	petitions) Utah H2B 17 17 7

Sunroc	Corporation Construction Utah H2B 8 6

Sunscape	Landscaping	Services Landscape Texas H2B 17 15 13

Swikas	Amusements Carnival Traveling H2B 14 14 13

Tech	Painting	Company Painters Virginia H2B 6 4 4

TH	&	CS Landscape Maryland H2B 8 6

The	Bay	South	Walton Cooks Florida H2B 4 4 3
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Visas Issued 
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The	Broadmoor	Hotel Hospitality	(4	petitions) Colorado H2B 34 34 34
The	Broadmoor	Hotel	- Supplemental Kitchen	Helper Colorado H2B 16 16 16
The	Davey	Tree	Expert	Company Landscaping Virginia H2B 9 9 12

The	Davey	Tree	Expert	Company	-	Supplemental Landscaping	(3	petitions) VA	+	TN	+	PA H2B 23 21 20
The	Dayton	House Housekeeping South	Carolina H2B 1 12

The	Duprey	Service	Company Housekeeping New	Hampshire H2B 8 8 8
The	Fireside	Restaurant Cooks Wisconsin H2B 2 2 2

The	Greenbrier	Hotel	Group	 Hospitality	(7	petitions) West	Virginia H2B 21 12
The	Service	Companies Housekeeping North	Carolina H2B 12 15 49
The	Yankee	Rebel	Tavern Steward Michigan H2B 1

Three	Seasons	Landscape Landscape	(2	petitions) Pennsylvania H2B 4 4 4
Todd	M.	Giesen Landscaping Ohio H2B 2 2 2

Total	Property	Management Landscaping California H2B 20 19 19
Tramici Cook Georgia H2B 2 2 2

Tree	of	Life	Landscaping Landscape Colorado H2B 3 3
Triple	H	Services Landscaping North	Carolina H2B 25 22 20
Truco	Services Landscaping Utah H2B 3 2

Upstate	Shredding Manufactoring	(3	Petitions) New	York H2B 32 30
Urbanna	Seafood	Company Crab	Processors Virginia H2B 4 4

UVA	Host	Properties Hospitality	(4	Petitions) Virginia H2B 11 8
Vacasa	 Housekeeping Norh	Carolina H2B 15 15 10

Verde	Plus	2023 Landscape North	Carolina H2B 7 6 6
Vivint Customer	Service New	York H2B 2 7 5
Wallscapes Landscaping Pennsylvania H2B 3 3 3

Warren	Lodge	/	Next	Gen	Lodge Housekeeping Vermont H2B 2
Watersmith	Irrigation Landscape Missouri H2B 4 4 4

Wedgewood	Golf	and	Country	Club Landscape Ohio H2B 4 4
Wentworth	by	The	Sea	Country	Club Hospitality	(2	petitions) New	Hampshire H2B 8 8

West	Branches	Landscape Landscape Colorado H2B 5 5 1
Westco	Grounds	Maintenance Landscape Texas H2B 1 1
Westin	Hilton	Head Server South	Carolina H2B 10 10 10

Westward	Seafood	B-Season Fish	Processor Alaska H2B 13 13 13
Wild	Dunes Hospitality	(3	Petitions) South	Carolina H2B 23 23 14

Windyke	Country	Club Landscape Tennessee H2B 13 12 9
Wisconsin	Carnival	Company Carnival Traveling H2B 3
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Witham	Hotels Hospitality	(4	Petitions) Maine H2B 16 16 16

Woodstock	Inn	and	Resort Steward Vermont H2B 3

Wyndham	West	Yellowstone Housekeeping Montana H2B 5

Yosemite	Bug Cook California H2B 2

Total: 3287 3185 2940
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UPCOMING ACTIVITIES

• Three events for entrepreneurial businesses from 
returning workers from the H-2 visa Program

• Two Virtual call  with the NCAE and the US Embassy to 
promote the H-2A visas

• Alliance Abroad job fair for Salvadoran workers in the 
hospitality service

• Participation in the Miami Food And Beverage Event to 
promote the H-2B visas.

• Participate in the NCAE event at Las Vegas, to promote 
H-2A Visas



6. CROSS-CUTTING ACTIVITIES
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GRANTS
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RFA 2018/001– Value Chain Projects

Productive value chain Projects that lead to job creation, new sales, and 
export growth in the tourism, light manufacturing, business services, and 
agroindustry/food and beverage sectors

NAME OF PROJECT GRANTEE STATUS GRANT 
VALUE 

LEVERAGE DISBURSED TO 
DATE

Productive Value Chains FUNDES Closed $74,999 $83,348 $74,999 

MSME Competitiveness in
ADEL Morazán Closed $ 160,184 $160,575 $160,184 

3 Productive Value Chains

Consolidation of the Fishing Value 
Chain in the International Market ASPESCU Closed $98,161 $161,267 $98,161 

Business Strengthening of 
ASPESCU International Market 
Fishing Chain Consolidation 
(Follow-on)

ASPESCU Closed $22,000 $37,823 $20,000 

Design Laboratory Lula Mena Closed $90,980 $92,366 $90,980 

Market Opportunities for Coffee 
and Cocoa

CLUSA Closed $391,308 $474,393 $391,308 

TOTALS: $837,632 $942,505 $835,633 
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RFA 2019/003– Flor Blanca Business Improvement District

Project to revitalize and boost the economy of the Flor Blanca area in San 
Salvador and improve security and the business environment through a 
shared vision and the participation of public and private actors.  

New grants

New grants

NAME OF PROJECT GRANTEE STATUS GRANT VALUE LEVERAGE
DISBURSED TO 

DATE

Flor Blanca BID FUNDEMAS Closed $139,669 $289,352 $139,669

NAME OF PROJECT GRANTEE STATUS
GRANT 
VALUE LEVERAGE

DISBURSED 
TO DATE

RFA 2018-001

Women connected FUNDEMAS Closed $500,000 $620,648 $500,000

Strengthening the value chain for 
a model of inclusive recycling in 
the market of El Salvador

FUNDEMAS Closed $449,998 $464,498 $449,998

Driving the competitiveness of 
the dairy sector in El Salvador

PROLECHE
Closed

$149,964 $153,544 $149,964

Innovation and development of 
exports in the beekeeping value 
chain

VAPE, S.A. de C.V. Closed $186,214 $187,954 $148,971
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RFA 2021 001

NAME OF PROJECT GRANTEE STATUS GRANT 
VALUE

LEVERAGE DISBURSED TO 
DATE

NOVATUR - Sectoral initiatives for 
the development of MSME digital 
business capabilities in the tourism 
sector

IMPACTES, S.A. de 
C.V.

On going $249,267 $250,757 $236,804

Fishing and aquaculture processing 
plant and productive value chain

ACCESO Oferta Local 
Productos de El 

Salvador, S.A. de C.V.
On going $498,275 $507,816 $448,448

Strengthening capacities, talent, and 
technological resources for MSMEs 
and entrepreneurship through the 
InnovaLab

Termoencogibles, S.A. 
de C.V.

On going $291,167 $298,119 $262,050

Digital transformation and 
innovation: ICT Chains – Tourism
MSMEs

Grupo GD, S.A. de 
C.V.

On going $219,665 $232,881 $164,749

Business acceleration model for the 
strengthening of export capacities, 
increase in sales and employment in 
10 companies in the food and 
beverage sector

FUNDACION 
SALVADOREÑA DE 
APOYO INTEGRAL 

(FUSAI)

On going $438,424 $1,026,703 $405,542



GENDER AND SOCIAL INCLUSION
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The Project promotes greater participation of women in all activities to 
close competitiveness gaps and increase women's access to markets and 
participation in other economic opportunities. During this quarter, USAID 
conducted trainings through the Women Forward Program and completed 
the third and final cohort of this initiative. Twenty women entrepreneurs 
completed their leadership growth process. In addition, USAID launched the 
Women in Trade Leadership Program in joint work with Coexport.

Women’s participation (Ind. 25)

TOP 5 INITIATIVES WITH THE HIGHEST PERCENTAGE OF WOMEN PARTICIPANTS IN Q3 FY2023

Total participation of women in this quarter: 

44%56%
Percentage of men trained percentage of women trained
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Export	training	-	Praxis Export	training	-	COEXPORT
(ABC	EXPORTADOR)

GRANT	INTEGRATUR Identification	of	productive
chains	in	San	Miguel 	-	EASTERN

REGION

Chemical	-	Pharmaceutical
Sector
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This quarter:

39,100
Fans on Facebook

11
Events

2,627
Followers on 

Instagram

2,711
Followers on 

Twitter

450K
Video minutes played

550K
People reached on 

social networks

Audience on 
Facebook

Audience on 
Instagram

Men MenWomen Women

COMMUNICATIONS
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REMARKABLE OUTREACH:

Through the Project’s communications 
initiatives, 550,000 individuals received messages about USAID’s 
assistance to MSMEs during the reporting week. This audience 
enabled 70,000 people to interact through comments, sharing 
information, or clicking on links. Thanks to this scope, the Project 
received 1,080 messages and replies from people requesting 
information on support to businesses through technical, financial 
assistance, or training, and how to apply for the H-2 visas Program. 
USAID also received messages of sympathy towards the published 
stories and the beneficiaries. During the reporting week, the 
responses provided to the audience generated 98% of positive 
messages towards the work of USAID helping Salvadoran businesses 
to become competitive.

The Project covered the First Meeting 
with H-2 Families "Siempre Cerca" 
event, and the event was published in 
four digital media channels, including one 
on radio and one on a TV Program.

"La Prensa Grafica" published a full-
page report on the support provided 
by USAID and COEXPORT to El 
Salvador's franchises.

The Project covered the USAID “Protection and Prevention conference for H-2 Visa Workers” in which Marcela Escobari USAID’s Deputy Administrator for Latin America and the 
Caribbean, participated. The news was published on four digital newspaper: “Diario El Salvador”, “Diario El Mundo”, “Dinero.com” and “La Gaceta”.
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MONITORING, EVALUATION, AND LEARNING

During this quarter, the Monitoring, Evaluation, and Learning (MEL) team continues to 
support implementing partners  through technical assistance and training in the use of 
monitoring and evaluation tools, reviewing the quality of the data entered in the monitoring 
system, and supporting the team's staff in following-up and evaluating activities of initiatives 
under implementation.

Key activities for this quarter:

Performance Evaluation: Support was provided to the Encompass LLC technical team for 
the development of the Performance Evaluation that is being carried out at USAID's request. 
This evaluation is currently in the field data collection phase. Therefore, the evaluation team 
was provided with the contacts of the representatives of the companies and partner-
beneficiary organizations of the Project. The evaluation is currently developing interviews 
and focus groups established in the methodological framework. In addition, a technical 
meeting was arranged with CONAMYPE to coordinate efforts to conduct surveys with 
MSMEs served by the Project through the CDMYPE network. 

Systematization: The Project is implementing an external consultancy to conduct a study 
on the systematization of the Project's experiences. This systematization concluded the 
information gathering phase with key stakeholders, partners, beneficiaries and project staff. 
The necessary inputs are now available to prepare a report on processes, results, lessons 
learned, good practices and the development of case studies as an opportunity for future 
improvement of development programs.

Data Quality Process: The MEL team is beginning a massive data review and validation 
process of its indicator framework established in the MEL Plan (3rd Version). This work is 
carried out with the objective of defining the results of the Project based on the quality and 
veracity of the information.

35,180$348.4

MSME’s Cluster

Sales Jobs



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
PROGRESS SUMMARY
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# Indicator
FY23
 Q3

Achieved

FY23
TARGET

FY17-23 CUMULATIVE
RESULTS LOP Target

1 1.
1.

1 Number of partnerships established (MOUs) with 
USG assistance 0 6 59 55	*

2

1.
1.

2 Number of MSMEs assisted by CDMYPE network
1,825 0 16,007 14,500	*

3 1.
1.

3

USD New sales of firms receiving USG-funded 
assistance (USD Millions)) $38.24 $65 $348.43 $315.0

4

1.
1.

4 New jobs created by MSMEs assisted with USG 
assistance 5,292 9,000 35,180 30,000

5

1.
1.

5 Percent change in ACDMYPE funding from non-
CDMYPE sources (percent increase) **

6 1.
1.

6 Number of new CDMYPEs incorporated in CDMYPE 
network 0 0 2 2

7 1.
1.

7 Number of MSME BDSPs trained to incorporate 
environmental and climate change 0 30 31 40	*

8

1.
2.

8 EG.5-2-2 Number of private sector firms that have 
improved management practices or technologies as a 
result of USG assistance

67 700 3,737 3,700

9

1.
2.

9 Number of early-stage entrepreneurs selected from 
competition events and assisted in implementing 
business initiatives

0 0 141 100

• 28  out of 36 indicators have exceeded LOP targets
• 2 indicators still need to progress

Marked indicators will not be addressed this FY

2 Close to achieve (Above 80% of target)

*The LOP Target for this indicator reflects the new indicator's value as per Contract Modification # 11, signed in January 2023.
**Indicator was eliminated, according to contract modification # 11 signed in January 2023.
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# Indicator
FY23
 Q3

Achieved

FY23
TARGET

FY17-23 CUMULATIVE
RESULTS

LOP Target

10

1.
3.

10 Number of MSMEs receiving trade capacity building 
assistance to export 187 250 2,636 2,000

11

1.
3.

11 Number of persons (Salvadoran citizens) trained in 
export development areas (entrepreneurs) 1,403 2,400 10,386 10,000

12

1.
3.

12 Number of consultants trained in export development 
areas (consultants) 0 25 157 150

13

2.
1.

13 Number of FIs receiving TA to improve and expand 
MSME loan portfolios 0 0 16 10

14

2.
1.

14 Percent change in active MSME borrowers in 
participating FIs (percent increase) 0.0% 0% 14.38% 5%

15

2.
1.

15 Percent increase in approved funding requests from 
FONDEPRO **

16

2.
1.

16 Total value of equity investments in MSMEs
**

17

2.
1.

17 Total value of private capital deployed to MSME clients 
(USD millions) $0.0 $5.0 $9.3 $25.0

18

2.
2.

18 Number of municipalities with strengthened or new 
single windows (municipalities) 1 0 10 10

19

2.
2.

19 Number of municipalities with strengthened or new 
EMPRE units (municipalities) 0 0 21 18

**Indicator was eliminated, according to contract modification # 11 signed in January 2023.
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# Indicator 
FY23
 Q3 

Achieved

FY23
TARGET 

FY17-23 CUMULATIVE
RESULTS

LOP Target

20

2.
2.

20

Public-private initiatives developed and implemented in 
selected municipalities 0 10 12 20

21

2.
2.

21

Number of BIDs established (BIDs)
0 0 4 4

22

2.
3.

22

Percentage reduction in the time to register a company in 
municipalities receiving USG Assistance.

**

23

2.
3.

23

Number of laws, norms, regulations or policies proposed 
to streamline administrative procedures to foster 
economic governance as a result of USG assistance 0 0 20 20

24

2.
3.

24

Percent change in utilization of services provided by the 
Ministry of Economy virtual One-stop Shop at the
Investment Directorate to facilitate investment, with USG 
assistance (virtual one-stop shop and other to facilitate 
investment, business registration and operations)

0% 0% 217.0% 200%

**Indicator was eliminated, according to contract modification # 11 signed in January 2023.
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# Indicator
FY23
 Q3

Achieved

FY23
TARGET

FY17-22 CUMULATIVE
RESULTS LOP Target

C
C

 2
5 GNDE-2 Percentage of female participants in USG-

assisted programs designed to increase access productive 
economic resources (assets, credit, income or 
employment)

44.1% 23.0% 41.3% 40%

C
C

 2
6 Amount of co-financing and investment leveraged (USD 

millions) $11.06 $4.0 $169.7 $40.0

C
C

 2
7 EG.5-3 - Number of microenterprises supported by USG 

assistance 345 2,400 7,342 8,200

C
C

 2
8 EG.5-12 - Number of small, and medium-sized enterprises 

supported by USG assistance 110 500 1,577 1,350
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# Indicator
FY23
 Q3

Achieved

FY23
TARGET

FY17-23 CUMULATIVE
RESULTS LOP Target

Visas

New H-2 visas facilitated for temporary legal work in the 
U.S. 3,180 3,500 7,962 6,500	*

Number of companies contacted in the U.S. that hire 
Salvadorans through H-2 visas 205 30 235 60	*

Invest

Number of Investment Leads generated 
223 15 239 15

Number of investment projects identified for expansion
41 10 43 10

Total Invest ($USD millions) of Projects Identified
$416.70 $25M $416.70 $25	*

Others

Assessment and recommended actionable reforms to promote 
business formalization 1 0 1 1*

Formalization campaign launched by CONAMYPE with The 
Contractor support 1 0 1 1*

Investment strategy revised at the Investment and Export 
Promotion Agency (PROESA) 1 0 1 1*

*The LOP Target for this indicator reflects the new indicator's value as per Contract Modification # 11, signed in January 2023.

ADDED INDICATORS ACCORDING TO LAST CONTRACT MODIFICATION
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COVID 
INDICATORS
The following chart shows the 
established COVID indicators 
for the Project and its details

Photo: USAID El Salvador

Indicator Result
Value Period

EG.5.2-1 Number of firms receiving USG-funded technical assistance for improving 
business performance

67 Q3 FY 2023

Formal firms 67 Q3 FY 2023

Informal firms 0 Q3 FY 2023

New firms 67 Q3 FY 2023

Continuing firms 0 Q3 FY 2023

GNDR-2 Percentage of female participants in USG-assisted programs designed to increase 
access to productive economic resources (assets, credit, income, or employment). 44.1% Q3 FY 2023

Numerator 2,176 Q3 FY 2023

Denominator 4,937 Q3 FY 2023

YOUTH-3 Percentage of participants who are youth (15-29) in USG-assisted programs 
designed to increase access to productive economic resources 32.2% Q3 FY 2023

Numerator 1,592 Q3 FY 2023

Denominator 4,937 Q3 FY 2023

CV-P4-7 Percentage change in full-time equivalent employment of beneficiary firms after 
receiving USG economic recovery assistance 159% Q3 FY 2023

New jobs created in the reporting period 5,292 Q3 FY 2023

New jobs created in the previous reporting period 2,045 Q2 FY 2023

CV-P4-8 Percentage change in sales of firms after receiving USG economic recovery 
assistance 118% Q3 FY 2023

Sales in the reporting period $38.2 Q3 FY 2023

Domestic $22.6 Q3 FY 2023

Exports $15.6 Q3 FY 2023

Sales in the previous reporting period $17.5 Q2 FY 2023

Domestic $13.5 Q2 FY 2023

Exports $4.0 Q2 FY 2023



FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
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The El Salvador-based Project team coordinates closely with the Palladium home office to ensure accurate expenditure projections and Project 
financial management. Palladium uses Deltek Costpoint, a federal government–approved financial control system that integrates contract 
management, invoicing, time-card management, Project budgeting, cost tracking, and other accounting and administrative functions into one 
seamless operating system. Projected expenditures for this period and expected expenditures for the upcoming period are detailed below.

Note: the financial data provided in this section is an estimate of the financial condition as of June 2023 and does not constitute the 
contractually required financial reporting as defined in the Award Notice.



DEVIATIONS FROM WORK PLAN
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The USAID Project is steadily advancing according to the AWP 
2023. However, as the closing of the Project nears, some 
activities has been re-scheduled searching to optimize the use of 
USAID resources and to respond to local and international 
constraints. Some of the activities that have been re-scheduled 
are the following:

• Grupo GD Grant: This grant was concluded on May 14th, 
2023, following an open and productive analysis with the 
Grantee which finalized that the results sought under this 
grant would not be reachable in the time at our disposal.

• Grant Acceso: This Grant was extended up to September 30th 
to allow the arrival of imported equipment necessary to put 
into operations de Acajutla Plant and to continue working with 
the Environment Ministry in order to obtain the necessary 
working permits for the plant. At the writing of this report, 
the goals of this Grant have been achieved and we expect to 
close it according to the modification.

• About 12 contracts have been modified to allow the delivery 
of the services or products contracted. These modifications 
are routine in our operation and obey to the complexity of 
working with multiple and varied levels of development of our 
partners. Of these 12 modification only, a few ones related to 
the ongoing Visa H-2 effort will be extended beyond 
September 30.


